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I. Overview

The present approach to a y-ray laser is based on the use of a long-lived

nuclear state (isomer c > I sec) acting both as the storage and lasing level. The

present approach requires that nuclear resonant emission occur from long-lived

states. We have examined the issue both theoretically and experimentally.

Theoretically, as discussed in a recent paper, there are reasons to believe that for

long-lived states (t > few msec) the controlling width for nuclear resonance is not

the natural linewidth (In) but the homogeneously broadened relaxation width

(h/Tr). This would make observation of the Mossbauer effect from long-lived

states less stringent than previously believed.

Experimentally, our efforts have continued to focus on observing the

Mijssbauer effect with the 88 keV level in 10 9 Ag possessing a meanlife () of 57.14

seconds. A facility dedicated to these experiments and based on a vibration-free

He-closed cycle cryostat which can provide for T-variation and control at

cryogenic temperatures was developed during the course of this grant. The first

results on the resonant self absorption experiments on this facility are now

available and are discussed in section II of the report.

During the course of these Mdssbauer resonant self-absorption experiments,

we began to suspect that the smallness of the effect could be due to the presence

of a small (300 mGauss) but finite earths magnetic field on the 10 9 Cd/Ag source.

This magnetic field actually leads to an enormous Nuclear-Zeeman splitting (-

106rn) which reduces the resonant cross-section available in the self-absorption

measurements by approximately a factor of 4. This is a point discussed later in

section 11. i;urthermore, presence of this magnetic field on the source, in

principle, also destroys partially the nuclear dipole-dipole coupling between the
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Ag nuclei in Ag metal. This coupling, we believe, is needed to promote relaxation

(-rc) at the zero-field nuclear 'evel-crossing (prevailing for cubic Ag) to produce

homogeneous line broadening (h/'r). In the absence of this homogeneous line-

broadening, the Mossbauer effect from the long-lived state may not be feasible.

For these two specific reasons, experimental efforts towards reducing the ambient

magnetic field on the source by four orders of magnitude were undertaken and

successfully carried out. The underlying effort is discussed in section II.

The tunability of nuclear relaxation at level-crossings constitutes the second

basic principle that must be unambiguously demonstrated for the present

approach to a yf-ray laser to be feasible. The spin I=l. 29.4 ms mean-life level in

12 B produced in a spin polarized state and implanted in a crystalline host.

provides an elegant atomic scale probe of nuclear relaxation in solids. The case of

face-centered-cubic Al single crystal in an external magnetic field has been

investigated by us in detail. At finite magnetic fields the 12 B hyperfine

interaction (gap) can equal the 2 7 A1 hyperfine splitting. At such fields the initial

12B polarization can be resonantly transferred to the 2 7 A1 nuclei. The 12 B spin

polarization measured as a function of applied magnetic fields will display

resonances at these special fields. These resonances have now been identified as

multi-spin level-mixing resonances. Time-differential measurements of the

asymmetry at level-crossing magnetic fields has for the first time permitted us to

extract relaxation times (Tr). These results discussed in section III clearly

demonstrate the tunability of Tr at nuclear-level crossings. These results

constitute an important building block in realization of a y-ray laser based on the

present approach.
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II. Status of M6ssbauer Effect Experiments from Long-Lived States

a. Experimental Considerations

We designed a self-absorption experiment in which geometry changes of the

cold finger upon cooling to He-temperatures are minimized. We have used a cold

finger cooled by a He-closed cycle refrigerator (Model CS202 from APD, Inc.) in

which the expander (DMX-20) vibrations are totally decoupled from the sample.

The decoupling was confirmed by measuring the linewidth on the inner two lines

of a-Fe in a conventional 5 7 Fe Mossbauer experiment and displayed evidence of

no measurable line-broadening upon switching on the expander. In the 1 0 9 A g

experiment, we detected the gamma rays in a Ge detector, whose axis is

perpendicular to the direction of contraction of the cold-finger. Because of this

geometric configuration and also because of the comparatively shorter length of

the cold-finger in these refrigerators (in relation to the length of liquid He

dewars used by previous workers) our experimental arrangement is at least two-

orders of magnitude less sensitive to geometry changes induced by cooling.

Furthermore, we have the advantage that we can scan the full temperature range

from 10K up to 300K, without touching the system.

b. Nuclear Zeeman Splitting in 1 0 9 A g

Table I lists the relevant Mossbauer parameter of the 88 keV y-resonance.

Presently the most noteworthy parameter in this table, is the nuclear Zeeman

splitting of 5.55 x 10"1 1 eV expected in a I Gauss field, which represents a 4.8 x 106

rn. The Zeeman splitting is illustrated in Fig. 1. In a I Gauss field the two

outermost members of the 14 line multiplet structure are separated by 94.64 nm/s

in velocity units. In a resonant self-absorption measurement since the emitting

and absorbing nuclei are both present in the same magnetic field, the relevant

hyperfine structure is the one shown in Fig. 2. It consists of a 21 line multiplet
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TABLE I

MdSSBAUER PARAMETE S OF THE
88 keV 7-RESONANCE IN 1 0 9 Ag

88.034 keV level, 1e = 7/2+

* MEAN LIFE - 57.14s

* MULTIPOLARITY - E3 Transition le = 7/2 + - 1g = 1/2-

Natural Linewidth -/j = = -/1 = 1.153x 10 - 1 7 eV

NUCLEAR ZEMAN SPLITTING in 1 Gauss Field:

189.28 =m/s or 4.816 x 106r n or 5.55 x 10 - 11 ev

GRAVITATIONAL RED SHIFT over a lg fall:

0.83 f n or 0.96 x 10 - 17 eV

* SECOND-ORDER-DOPPLFR SHIFT at T > 100K

1.12 x i0 -10 eV/K or rn  /K
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Fig. I. Nuclear Zeeman splitting of the 88 keV 7-resonance in a I Gauss external
magnetic field (top). Expected MOssbauer spectrum with a single line
source and split absorber (bottom) would consist of a 14-line multiplet
structure..
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Fig. 2. 10 9 Ag Magnetic Hyperfine Structure expected for a magnetically split
source and magnetically split absorber in a I Gauss field (top). The
calculated hyperfine structure (bottom) consists of a 21-line spectrum.
with the maximum cross-section (27.56% of euo) for the line at v-0 nm/s.
This corresponds to the 14 emission-lines from the source resonantly
absorbed with corresponding 14 transitions in the absorber.
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structure. Because of the hyperfine splitting, only 27.56% of the resonant cross-

section is actually at the centroid for the resonant self absorption measurement.

We note that the splitting between the outermost lines represents - 106 rn. Indeed

if the observed linewidth happens to be the homogeneously broadened width

(10- 14 eV) rather than the natural width (10" 1 8 eV). one would expect the whole

hyperfine splitting to collapse at the centroid in a field of 10 mGauss. Such a

collapse would increase the size of the resonant self-absorption by a factor of

approximately four (27.56% - 100%). This constitutes one cf the obvious factors

why the 1 0 9 Ag measurements must be performed in a low-field.

To buck the earth's magnetic field on the 10 9 Cd source, we proceeded in two

steps. First a system of four nested shields of 0.040" mu-metal with 1/4" spacers

were designed by surrounding the Al vacuum shroud DMX-20 of the Dixplex

(CS202) He cryostat. The shields were designed by Magnetic Shield Corporation.

Bensenville, Illinois. Three of these shields were outside the vacuum shroud

while the fourth one lined the inside of the vacuum shroud. Mu-metal is a high

permeability magnetic material that essentially shields by rerouting magnetic

flux-lines around the sample. The system lowered the magnetic field from about

300 mGauss to about I mGauss o, the source location. The fields were measured by

a triple-axis Applied Physics System 520 fluxgate magnetometer.

The second step consisted of sandwiching the dime-sized 10 9 Cd(Ag) source

between a pair of superconducting thin films (0,54.t thick) of YIBa2Cu307 sputtered

on thin-single crystal MgO substrates. Such films have been routinely grown and

thoroughly characterized as part of the Ph.D. thesis of Chuck Blue (working with

the contractor) on an NSF grant. These films display a Te = 90K with a width AT -

2K. and are characterized by a Jc - 106 A/cm 2 at 10K. and a l that exceeds 100
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Gauss. Given that the penetration depth of these super..onducting films are

typically X = 1200A at T < Tc, one expects the 'eduction of the magnetic flux on the

source to be about e-t / x kwhere t = film thickness), i.e. a factor of about 65. With

the films in place, we thus estimate the magnetic field on the source to be down to

154± Gauss.

d. Data Acquisitien System and Results

Pulse height spectra of the source were taken with an intriasic Ge detector

(MAC portable detector) using an S-100 card multichannel analyzer (both from

Canberra industries) on in IBNI-PS2 computer using a 400 MHz AEC. Figure 3

displays a typical pulse height spectrum of the 10 9 Cd source in which windows

were set on ,he Ka. KO x-rays and the 88 keV gamma photo peak. Integrated

counts in these windows were accumulated every six hours in a task-mode of

operation. The integrated c, unts unu the x- and y-ray peaks as well as th ratio

of integrated counts was obtained and plotted as a function of time. Figuies 4 and

5 display some of the results with the source cooled at 13K and 60K. respectively.

with the superconducting thin-films inserted. Table II gives an overview of our

results taken over a 6-month period on a 10 9 Cd/Ag source. These results clearly

indicate the absence of any measurable change in the ratio "'/y(T) between I'K

and 60K either at H r: 3 milligauss or H = 30 gGauss.
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TABLE II

SERIES RUNS* TEMPERATURE MAGNETIC FIELD X/y

1 5060 -- 5085t 12.9K 3 miiligauss 26.527 ± 0.010

2 5092 - 5118 60K 3 milligauss 26.495 ± 0.010

3 5119 -- 5179 14K 3 milligauss 26.490 ± 0.007

4 5180 -- 5242 60K 3 milligauss 26.482 ± 0.007

5 5243 -+ 5242 14K 3 milligauss 26.503 ± 0.015

Following runs with 1 0 9 Cd/Ag source between superconducting films

6 5255 -+ 5269 300K 30 microgauss 24.389 ± 0.012

7 5270 - 5309 13K 30 microgauss 24.350 ± 0.007

8 5310 -- 5360 60K 30 microgauss 24.352 ± 0.007

'A run implies 6 hour counting time on the pulse height spectrum with the Ge detector.
The detector is rigidly attached to the source assembly. The attached slide shows the
experimental arrangement.

, 5 05 0-5 0 85 indicates a total of 26 runs, i.e. 26x6 = 156 hours of counting time on the first

series for which the T = 12.9K and the magnetic field on the source of - 3m Gauss.
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I II. TUNABILITY OF HOMOGENEOUS LINEWIDTH AT NUCLEAR

LEVEL CROSSINGS

In this section we include a manuscript which was recently presented at the

Hyperfine Interaction Conference held in Osaka, Japan, August 17-21, 1992. The

manuscript is scheduled for publication in Hyperfine Interactions. It provides a

concise summary of our results on nuclear level crossings using the 12 B probe in

Al.
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IDENTIFICATION OF CROSS-RELAXATION RESONANCES OF 12 B IMPLANTED

IN S.C. ALUMINUM.

-. S'heeren, M. Van Den Bergh and R. Coussement

Instituut voor Kern- en Stralingsfysika, K.U. Leuven,

Celestijnenlaan 200D, B-3001 Heverlee, BELGIUM

M. Cyamukungu, J. Lehmann, R. Pirlot and L. Grenacs

Universitd Catholique de Louvain, Louvain-la Neuve, BELGIUM

P. Boolchand, University of Cincinnati, Ohio 45221--0030, USA

Abstrzct Polarized 12B nuclei were produced and recoil implanted in

single crystals of f. c. aluminum. The boron decay asymmetry

and relaxation times were measured as a function of external

magnetic field values and at different orientation angles of the

crystal. To identify the resonances at certain field values in the

12B depolarization in Al, a consistent theory based on the

principle of a multi-spin system and nuclear leve--crossing has

been developed. A unique identification of the resonances,

based on the resonant interaction between boron and particular

pairs of aluminum neighbours, is perfectly possible. The strong

dissipative coupling of the Al nuclei with the electron bath of the

lattice makes a straightforward interpretation of the resonance

idth and depth, based on the developed theory impossible.
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Cross relaxation measurements of 2B nuclei recoil implanted in f.c.c. Al (S=5/2) single

crystals have been performed at the Van de Graaff accelerator at Louvain-La-Neuve

(Belgium). The t2B (I=1,r=29.4 ms) nuclei are produced in a spin polarized state by the

interaction of a 1.5 MeV deuteron beam with a thin "B foil mounted on an inox backing.

A maximal spin polarization perpendicular to the reaction plane can be achieved by

selecting the 12B nuclei recoiling at 49" with respect to the beam direction (fig. 1). An

external magnetic field B, is applied along the polarization axis and the 12B spin

polarization is established by measuring the up-down asymmetry of electrons emitted

from the t2B-L2C decay.

In these measurements, we focused our attention on two problems concerning resonant

cross relaxation. First we identified the Al neighbours to which the 12B is coupled

resonantly, secondly we studied the processes involved in the loss of polarization. In order

to allow the identification and the interpretation of the width and the depth, a consistent

theory based on the principle of a two-spin system and nudear level crossing and

mixing11, 2 ] has been developed and the results compared to the experiment.

Since the L2B impurity is known to occupy the octahedral interstitial position in Al 3'41,

the Al neighbours feel a quadrupolar interaction due to the presence of the boron.

The electric field gradient induced by the 12B on each Al pair is axial symmetric and

directed along the axis that connects the B with the Al pair. First we consider the

Hamiltonian of the two-spin system neglecting any coupling between 12B and 27AI nuclei

assuming that the magnetic field is aligned with the polarization axis [51:

H = HI(1 2B) + H2(2?AI) (1)
= A+B+C+D+E

with A =-wII

B = "-.S

ZZC =Q 4.(3 cos 1j- 1) (3 S2 -S2)

Z

D =o 3 S2 sin2O.

17



E = _Q--(SZ S X+SS sin20

where 3 represents the angle between the axial symmetric electric field gradient V'Z

at the .7 J nuclei and B,.

wj 1= 1t(2) Bz/Th

= e2qQ/4S(2S-I)h

Special cases occur at =0 and 0_=/2. Since for 0=0 terms D and E of Ho vanish, only

diagonal elements will occur in the I m1,m 2> representation and the energy levels of the

two-spin system can cross as function of B. A special case concernsj=-/2 where only

term E vanishes so that H0 is no longer diagonal in the IM1,m2> representation.

However, as term E (mixdng levels with I Am 2 j =1) is missing, the Hamiltonian can be

reduced to two sub - Hamiltonians and the eigenvalues of one Hamiltonian can cross,

without repulsion with the eigenvalues of the other one. If however, deviates from 0 or

72 so that term E becomes important, the level scheme will show only repulsing and no

crossing levels anymore.

By considering also the perturbation interactions the Hamiltonian becomes:

H = Ho + HBA (2)

in which HBAI describes the interactions between boron and aluminum. This term

which can normally be neglected becomes very important when the energy levels cross.

At this field values the perturbation interaction couples the boron and aluminum

resonantly so that the boron can transfer a part of its initial polarization to the Al

neighbours so that their levels become equally occupied.

Having a look at figure 2 where boron is placed in the Al lattice, the six nearest

neighbours (nns) can be divided into two groups. The Al pair along the [0011 axis has1

equal to zero. For the 4 Al nns in the basal plane residing along the [1001 and (0101 axis,

1 is equal to ./2. This second group spliu into two different pairs when the crystal is

rotated about an angle 0 around the [0101 axis with the Al pair along the rotation axis

18



remaining at 3-/2 so that the other one along the [100] axis having an angle 3=/2,*,.

For the Al nns pair along the [0011 axis 3 is always equal to 0. For increasing values of 3,

energy levels will repulse what results in a broadening and finally a disappearing of some

resonances, while new resonances will appear at fields where accidentally two levels

approach close enough in order to be mixed by the coupling term HBAI.

A study of the next nearest Al neighbours (corners of the cube) is also possible when the

[111] axis of the crystal is rotated in the magnetic field direction. Such resonances have

been identified but will not be discussed here.

The field dependence of the polarization of the 12B nuclei was studied at room

temperature and for different orientation angles 0 so that using the developed theory and

concepts, a unique identification of the resonances is possible. The resonance at 682

Gauss (fig. 3, 0=0) must be assigned to the Al pair along the [0011 axis, while the

resonance at 408 Gauss is caused by the 4 us in the basal plane (-0,13=i'/2). This

assertion becomes clear when looking at figure 3 where for 0-10*, the 408 Gauss

resonance splits into two resonances. The one remaining at 408 Gauss corresponds to the

Al pair along the rotation axis (,3=-r/2) while the other dip can be assigned to the Al pair

along the [100] axis. The two Al pairs for which .3 changes with 0, shift to other field

values and broaden as a function of b as explained before.

The Hamiltonian as described in equation (2) is not able to explain the large depth of the

obtained resonances. This means that 12B is not simply transferring a part of its

polarization to one or more Al pairs and vice versa but the polarization is lost by the Al

neighbours before it can be returned to the boron. Due to the fact that the density of

electrons at the Fermi level in Al is much larger than for the boron atom, the Al atoms

have a smaller Tt relaxation time than the 2B and so the polarization that is transferred

from the 12B nuclei will be quickly dissipated to the lattice as soon as the resonant

coupling 12B--2.A. is effective. This dissipative coupling is expected to disappear at low

(He) temperatures where T, for Al becomes much larger1 6] than the nuclear life-time.
19



The boron and its aluminum neighbours will be isolated from their surrounding.

Expcrimcnts at this temperature are in preparation.

Finally, T, relaxation experiments versus external field clearly supports the strong

dissipative character in aluminum (fig. 4) and this explains why the loss of polaxization

does not follow the level mixing theory.

Using this theory, the widths of the resonances can be calculated assuming the

perturbation being strictly nuclear dipole-dipole. In that case the calculated value is

much smaller than the experimental one. This fact enables to conclude that the indirect

coupling in Al is much more important.

This work was sponsored by SDIO/IST and managed on ONR grant N00014-88-K-2035.
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Figure Captions

Fig. I 12B are produced and polarized by 1B(d,p)12B reaction and recoil implanted in

f.c.c. Al. The polarization is proportional to the measured asymmetry of the

emitted _3--rays, detected in the up and down telescope detector system.

Fig. 2 F.c.c. Al (open circle) with interstitial 12B (filled circle) octahedrally

coordinated to 3 pairs of Al nns. The boron possesses a cubic symmetric

position, but for the Al neighbours the cubic symmetry is broken. The electric

field gradient for the Al pair along the [001] axis (pair 1) makes an angle A=0

with the B,-axis while for the 4 ans (pairs 2 and 2')along the [010] and [1001

axis Jequals x/2.

Fig. 3 12B spin polarization as function of B., measured at different crystal orientations

€. For 0=0, the resonance at 682 Gauss must be assigned to the Al pair along

the [001] axis with 3=0 while the resonance at 408 Gauss corresponds to the A.

pairs in the basal plane with 3=!/2.

Fig. 4 At the cross relaxation field, the polarization is transferred to the Al and from

the Al neigbours further dissipated to the electron bath of the lattice.
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IV. Concluding Remarks and Future Plans

Absence of a Mossbauer effect in 1 0 9 Ag from the undertaken resonant self-

absorption experiments, lead to the basic question: is the T-dependence of the

resonant absorption for a long-lived state (,c > few msec) given by the usual

expression of f(T) used for the case of short-lived (r < few msec) nuclear-states?

This we are in the process of examining theoretically. It is possible that

absorption processes for the case of long-lived nuclear states may include, besides

zero-phenon, one- and two-phonon events, thus altering the usual T-dependence

of resonant absorption. In that case the emission lineshapes will consist of a

narrow line (zero-phonon) superposed on an extremely broad line de to

resonant processes involving phonons. The phonon assisted emission and

absorption processes may have a significant role in the gamma resonant

absorption measurements because of the long lifetime of the nuclear state. The

linewidths of the phonon-assisted resonant processes are extremely large

(10-2eV) in relation to the zero phonon process (10- 1 8 eV) linewidths. The

resonant self-absorption probability or effect may become largely T-independent,

since both emitting and absorbing nuclei are present in the same chemical

environment.

If one observes the M6ssbauer effect by separating the source and absorber

and providing a relative motion, then it is possible to separate the zero-phonon

from the phonon-assisted resonant processes largely because of the small scan

velocities used. These permit only the zero-phonon part to be observed.

Furthermore, since only the zero-phonon resonant process is T-dependent, one

expects the velocity spectrum to display a T-dependence.
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Experimentally, this requires providing a controlled relative motion between

the source and absorber in the I nm/s range. Such a motion can be provided by a

micropiezoelectric transducer. Such transducers are the basic components of the

scanning device used in present day tunelling microscopes (STM) or atomic force

microscopes (AFM). Plans to build such a transducer are under way to perform an

on-off experiment on 1 0 9 Ag.

To achieve coherat emission of y-rays in a solid, ideally one would like

absorption processes both electronic and nuclear to be switched off at the y-ray

,norgy of interest as it traverses in a solid. During the course of the present

work, we realized that in a Mossbauer experiment. it is possible to realize a

condition of non-reciprocity of y-emission and absorption due Quantum

Coherence at level-crossings. This is a relatively new idea in the field.

Theoretically, we have summarized the concept in a manuscript that is currently

under review. Experimentally, plans are underway to test the concept. We

believe once those basic concepts have been unambiguously tested, more realistic

plans to choose suitable candidate isomers and crystalline host materials can be

developed to build a /-ray laser.
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Nuclear resonant absorption in long-lived isomeric transitions
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The temporal behavior of y-ray emission and absorption from long-lived (r> I ms) nuclear states is
modified qualitatively by interaction with the lattice, leading to homogeneous broadening. In contrast,
for the usual short-lived (r < 0. 1 ms) states, such nucleus-lattice interaction invariably leads to inhomo-
geneous broadening. It is shown that resonant emission and absorption with long-lived states can be ob-
served provided the homogeneously broadened width, rather than the natural width, exceeds the solid-
state-induced inhomogeneous width.

I. INTRODUCTION the nuclei plus lattice as a whole interacting with the ra-
diation field. It is clear that this particular situation

There is general recognition in M6ssbauer spectrosco- occurs only because of the extremely long lifetime or the
py that when the lifetime 7 of a nuclear state exceeds extremely weak coupling to the radiation field. The most
10- 3 s. the natural linewidth 1, of the corresponding general procedure to treat the problem consists of solving
Mossbauer transition becomes rather narrow the Hamiltonian of the total system, i.e., the observed
(F , =ii/-= 10- eV) and the observation of the reso- quantum system plus its environment and the mutual in-
nance absorption rather difficult on account of inhomo- teraction. When an observable on the selected or ob-
geneous broadening. A survey' of the literature indicates served quantum system is needed, one must perform a
that typical values of inhomogeneous line broadening in partial trace over all reservoir observables. This pro-
the best crystals amounts to 10-12 eV or more. Conse- cedure is, however, of purely theoretical interest, since it
quently, if one attempts to observe the M6ssbauer effect is difficult to take into account the nearly infinite number
with a y ray that has a natural linewidth of, for instance of reservoir degrees of freedom.
F,, = 10- 17 eV, crystalline inhomogeneities will broaden We assume the coupling between the surrounding and
the line by six orders of magnitude, making the observa- the nuclei to be weak enough so that the surrounding will
tion of the effect impossible. It was therefore a real induce small but frequent changes on the nuclei, which
surprise when two groups independently attempted to ob- on average will have a small effect. When averaged over
serve the M6ssbauer effect with the 88-keV y ray in 1K9Ag a time scale, long compared with a typical correlation
(rF, -= 10- 1 eV) diffused in Ag metal and claimed evi- time for the lattice, the effec t af fluctuations on the nuclei
dence for a small but positive effect. " 3 This is indeed can be smoothed out and described by a continuous func-

unexpected. In the present work we examine the issue at tion f(t), with a mean fluctuation time TR that is much
hand theoretically and identify the conditions under longer than the correlation time of the lattice.
which resonant absorption from long-lived isomers can When we describe the interaction of the total system
be possible. with the radiation field, the following approximation will

be used. In calculating the emission and absorption am-
plitudes, we will replace the wave functions of the initial

1I. DESCRIPTION OF LONG-LIVED and/or final states by a nonstationary wave function of
NUCLEAR STATES IN A LATTICE the type

In considering the absorption or emission of y rays, itbx, t)= tMx,O)f(t)e e -  (1)
one must recognize that, when the lifetime is long, the in-
teraction of the nuclei with the radiation field actually be- which includes the damping on account of nuclear decay
comes weaker than the interaction of the nuclei with the and the function fi t) displaying the effect of the sur-
crystalline lattice (consisting of electrons and nuclei). In roundings on the nucleus. Here an analogy can be made.
the case of "'RAg we can roughly estimate an upper limit The function f(t) describes the effect of fluctuations dueL to the interaction energy with the radiation field as the to the surroundings, while the damping factor takes into
inverse of the lifetime (or the natural width) A/r: 10- 7 account the effect of vacuum fluctuations on the nuclei.
eV, while the interaction energy with the lattice is at least The damping factor leads to a transition of the nuclei
10- '3 eV. It is therefore not possible to handle the cou- from the excited to the ground state, while f (t) does
pling of the nuclei with the radiation field as if the nuclei nothing of that kind. Even without a detailed knowledge
are free objects. In fact, we must consider the system of of the function f(t). reasonable assumptions lead to
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Abstract - In this proposal for a 7-ray laser, we investigate the possibility to use the isomeric level
as storage and lasing level. Discussing the problem of inhomogeneities, we point out the essential
role of relaxation. We give results of experiments intended to demonstrate the possibility to tune
relaxation times.

Introduction

ln achieving a T-ray laser, two main problems will emerge. The first problem is the pumping,
the second will be the occurrence of inhomogeneities in the solid in which the nuclei must be built-in
in order to obtain a sufficient recoilless f-action. The schemes presented to date try to avoid at least
one of these problems.
In every scheme, the main part of the energy is stored in an isomeric level, requiring production,
separation and preparation of proper isomeric material. As it is mainly believed that
inhomogeneities cannot be avoided to a certain limit, most of the schemes are intended to convert
the population of the isomeric state to a short lived state. For this last one the natural line width is
larger then the inhomogeneous one. However in that case the problem concentrates on the
conversion or pumping. 1t is indeed necessary to pump with an intense radiation to a level very near
in energy to the isomeric state. It is known in nuclear physics that the occurrence of such a doublet
implies a special forbiddeness on the -7-transition from the isomeric state, which does not apply on
the short lived one of the doublet. In most cases the isomeric levels are indeed spin isomers and this
implies also a large spin difference between the isomeric and lasing level.

The conversion process then must have a multi photon character decreasing the transition
probabilities in such a tremendous way that fabulous intensities of pumping. power would be
required. In order to avoid the large spin differences, attention was drawn to the possible occurrence
of low spin but shape isomers. Such doublets have not been detected yet, despite the theoretical
expectations. Furthermore it will not solve the problem as shape forbiddeness will also affect the
conversion or pumping process to the short lived state. Another approach to the problem of pumping
is investigated by the Dallas group. In this research it is found that photo-=reactions through
door-way states, using intense beams of brehmstrahlung, are much faster than previously expected
and could provide a possible transfer mechanism from an isomeric level or ground level to the short
lived lasing level.

In our approach we investigate the possibility to use the isomeric level as the storage and lasing
level. In such a scheme, it is clear that the natural line width is at least many orders of magnitude
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smaller than the width of the inhomogeneities which cannot be avoided anyway. For example the
inhomogeneities from nuclear dipole-dipole interactions are of the order of lO-t3 eV, while for the
isomeric states, which we estimate long enough for the preparation, we can figure a natural width of
10-19 - 10-22 eV. It is reasonable to expect that in such a condition there can be no evolution to
superradiance. Indeed the indirect coupling between nuclei through the radiation field is ineffective,
since this is many orders of magnitude smaller than the energy difference due to inhomogeneities,
between two nuclei. TherefL ? such an ensemble can be expected to radiate only in an incoherent
way.

Theoretical anuroach

We have assumed that the nuclei, which interact with the radiation field are free and isolated.
This assumption cannot hold for long lived states because the coupling with the radiation field is
much lower than the coupling with the lattice (10- 2 - 10-13 eV). This is in contrast to the usual case
of shorter lived states for which the coupling with the electromagnetic field is indeed much stronger
than the one with the lattice. In the case of long lived states we must consider the coupling of the
radiation field with the nucleus, which continuously interacts with its surrounding and not with an
isolated nucleus. We must therefore consider nucleus plus surrounding as one single system which
interacts weakly with the radiation field.

In this approach the energy degeneracy has to be considered on the total system. It means that
a photon can induce not only a nuclear transition, but also some changes on the lattice part.
Because of the relative weakness of the interaction with the radiation field, the evolution induced by
the latter on the nuclear system is much slower than the evolution induced by the lattice. We can
define an observation time T for absorption, long compared to the characteristic evolution time -
induced by the lattice, but short compared to the nuclear lifetime.
On this time scale T, on which we observe the electromagnetic transition of the nuclei, the
interaction with the lattice is taken into account by considering the nuclear wave functions as
fluctuating rapidly. We have therefore assumed that the initial and the final wave functions can be
expressed as the product of an unperturbed wave function and a fluctuation function f(t).
Then the transition amplitude can be written as:

a(T) T<grn=) V )excn=0>,= 0 ft)e dt

0

where Aw E - NW, is the detuning between the initial (E + hw) and final state (E

Without the fluctuation f(t) the amplitude is of Lorentzian shape having a natural line width IL/r.
The allowed detuning becomes extremely small as soon as the observation time T increases. In such
a case, because of the detuning induced by inhomogeneties, each photon can interact with only a
very small portion of the present nuclei.

However when fluctuations are taken into account, the situation is completely changed.
For the fluctuation function f(t) we can make a few. simple assumptions, namely a fast modulation
and a weak coupling regime, which means that the nuclear system is very frequently perturbed, but
that the effect of each perturbation on the nuclear system is very small. Therefore we can assume
that A(t) can be smoothed out to a continuous function when considered over a time scale T. We
further assume that the fourier transform of the fluctuations is independent of the time interval
considered (stationary process).
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One obtains for the amplitude in fourier transform version

aT)=- <II> FT(w)L(w+-)dw (2)

--M

in which L(w + i) is a Lorentzian amplitude of aatural width 7r and centered around w = 0.
7'n

As the natural width is assumed to be very small compared to the width of the distribution fT(W)
one can approximate the Lorentzian by a delta - function, so that the amplitude reduces to

a(T) =- < > F(W) = aT(W) (3)

Such a simple expression tells us that the amplitude is distributed over a range of detuning that
is related to the frequency distribution width of the fluctuations, instead of to the natural line width.
In this case a photon of definite energy can interact with more nuclei of the inhomogeneous
broadened ensemble; however the coupling strength to each nucleus, even if it is in perfect tuning, is

Tweakened because of the fact that the distributiou f (W) must be properly normalized ti

SIfT )l 2(4)

When emission is considered under the same conditions, also the emitted photon is described as a
linear superposition of waves with frequency w 7 each wave having the amplitude aT(W).

Zn order to test these ideas we have considered the case of absorption of such photons on a system of
nuclei, subjected to fluctuations from the lattice (or homogeneous broadened by the interaction with
the lattice). Two uncorrelated fluctuation functions fqt) and g(t) are introducedt, f(t) describes the
fluctuations on the absorbing nucleus and g(t) describes the fluctuations on the emitted photon and

has a fourier transform called gT(w). Under such conditions, it is shown that the absorption
probability is not weakened when the homogeneous width of the emitter matches the width of the
absorber. This fact is in contrast to the previous case where only one side was homogeneously
broadened. From that calculation we obtained for the absorption rate :

T o I Ie- 2 ,yaT 1 I fA T  g (T(w , ) dw (5)

0

When both distributions are of the same type and width, as it is the case. in a self-absorption
experiment, one obtains for the last factor

7- W-W)d IflT(w_- o) lw (6)
0 0

The last expression is the averaged power absorbed and is equal to unity for one photon and
equal to the total flux of photons for a beam of photons.
It is clear that when the width is changed, this value does not change and consequently the
weakening of the coupling does not occur. When inhomogeneties are now introduced the detuning is
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different for each nucleus and therefore each emitted photon will find only a limited number of nuclei
with which it can interact. Without fluctuations this width is equal to the natural width, however
with fluctuations the width is much larger and given by the shape fAT( ).

Experiments on 1o34g

It is in the above context that the observation of the M6ssbauer eect with the 88 keV -.-ray in
'O0Ag r = 57.14 sec), attracted our interest. The natural line width l/r = 1.15 10-0 eV of this
resonance is at least four orders of magnitude smaller than the crystalline inhomogeneities
(- 10-1 3 eV) that one expects due to audear dipole--dipole interaction in a solid 2. Conventional
wisdom thus indicates that for such a case, chances of observing the M6ssbauer effect, if any, are
virtually nil 3' 4. Eowever if we consider that not the natural width, but the fluctuation width must
be compared to the inhomogeneous one, then these widths could be comparable and one has a chance
to observe M6ssbauer absorption.

Cognizant to this background, we designed the 109Ag experiment to look for the small Massbauer
effect reported previously32 4. A vibration-free closed-cycle refrigerator facility for continuous
operation in the T-range 12K<T<300K was used to mount a surface diffused l09Cd in a 0.50 mm
thick (111) grown A --Single crystal to detect 7r,-rays in the transverse geometry. An intrinsic
Ge-detector with 0.6 keV resolution at 88 keV was used to record pulse-height spectra. The source
temperature could be regulated in the T-range 15K<T<150K and stabilized on long term (week) to
± 0.2K. Typically at a given temperature, 100 million counts were accumulated over a 5--day period
under each 7-- and X-ray peaks, yielding a statistical error of about 0.02% for the X/7 ratio. Our
use of the transverse geometry, i.e. the -- ray detection axis (k) normal to the long-axis (z) of the
cold-finger, significantly reduces (by two orders of magnitude) changes in solid-angie due to thermal
contraction of the cold-fnger, in relation to the longitudinal geometry (where k is parallel to z)
employed by previous workers314. Hoy and Taylor 4 recognized that in these resonant self-absorption
measurements the ratio R of X- to r-ray integrated intensity, comnsates for a change in the
counting rate due to the parent t02Cd source decay (tI/ 2 = 462 days), as well as for a change in
detector solid-angle due to thermal contraction of the cold-finger. The presence of the M6ssbauer
effect in Ag would then in prnciple result in an increased ratio R(T) a lower temperatures, because
of a reduction in the transmission of the T-rays due to resonant absorption.

To obtain the ratio R from the pulse height spectra, we developed a procedure to subtract the
background under the 7-ray photo peak and the X-ray peaks which would be insensitive to small
shifts (- 150 eV) in the peak centroid. The result of this analysis gave the T-dependence of the ratio
R(T) which is displayed in fig. 1. The smooth line through the data points is a guide to the eye.
These results were obtained at ambient magnetic field, which was measured to be about 400 mGauss
at the source location in our laboratory.

ii 2e 1 ] i . I I I
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124 ---- fig. 1

T-dependence of the ratio R,
displaying evidence of a small

1.12 26 48 40 120 0 I6Mssbaner effect at T < 50K.
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Two distinct regions in the R(T) varia:ion can be discernmcd from the plot of fig. 1 : in region I

(15K<T<50K) R(T) is found to decrease with increasing temperature and at T>60K, to more or less

saturate in region II. The decrease in R(T) with T in region I mimics the T-dependence4 of th-

Debye-Wailer factor (f-lactor) for the 88 keV --ray in Ag-metal (OD = 225K). The R(T vaziation

in r? on [ thus has the right trend to suggest that it constitutes evidence for a rather small (0.09 ±

0.02W) but positive M6ssbauer effect. At T > 60K the f-facor beccmes minuscule (less than 0.01)

and one does not expect any resonant self-absorption to contribute to the R(T) ratio in region [I. In

this region thermal expansion 4 of the Ag-metal source matzix is primarily responsible for the linear
variation of R(T). The thermal expansion effect in revon II for our case is determined by the

effective depth to which the LOCd activity is diffused in Ag-crystal. In these experiments we chose
to record pulse height spectra from that side of the Ag crystal, on which "09Cd activity was surface
diffused, merely to keep the thermal expansion effect as small as possible.

We conclude with two final comments. The smallness of the Mdssbauer effect observed here

0.09(2)%' we believe, is in keeping with the conditions prevailing in our experiment. A careful
examination of the ratio R(T) in region I reveals that its increase at T = 15K is the result largely of
enhanced X-ray counting rate and not so much a decreased -ray counting rate. This is precisely
what one would expect for a surface diffused source. The 7--counting rate did not decrease because
for the -- rays that are emitted towards the detector, the thickness of silver is extremely small. For
the r--rays emitted in the backwards hemisphere, there is large thickness of M6ssbauer nuclei. A
nucleus that has absorbed an 88 keV photon will decay for about 90% by electron conversion
emitting an X-ray, producing the increase in X-ray intensity we have observed.

It is also clear that in an ambient field of 400 mGauss, the nuclear Zeeman splitting of the :OiAg
resonance is 2.22 10" t ' eV, which is six-orders of magnitude larger than the natural width (-t = 1.15
l0 tT eV). A consequence of this circumstance is that only 27.58% of the resonant cross-section is
accessible for the present self-absorption experiments, which merely probes the v = 0 mm/s
component of the split source, split absorber hyperfine struc.ure s . It is abundantly dear that by a
judicious choice of the design of this experiment, such as reduce the ambient inapnric field, detect
conversion electrons rather than 7-rays, the size of the resonant self-absorption signal can be
significantly enhanced, if the M6ssbauer effect, that we claim to observe here, is real. This we are
currently in the process of implementing.

Experiments on L2B

We also want to test a concept of changing the relaxaticn time by adjusting a magnetic field.
The general concept is that relaxation is induced by small interactions H , that are non-diagonal in
the eigenstate representation of the main hamiltonian HO. As long as t~e energy gaps between ail
egienvaues of Ho remain large compared to the non-diagonal matrix element < H1, >, the effect oi
the perturbation is very small. However from the study of level crossing and an.-crossing of a two
level system, we know that the levels strongly mix, as soon as the two levels come closer than
< H >. The effect of Hp then dominates the evolution of the two-4eve system.

We performed a series of experiments in which 12B is produced, polarized and recoil implanted
by a ",B (d,p) 12B reaction in an Al single crystal'. We measured the asymmetry of the A-decay as a
function of external field. We know that L2B implants interstiiady' (fig. 2) in Al.
So 1B sees a surrounding that has a perfect cubic symmetry, while for its neighbouring Al nuclei, the
cubic symmetry is broken by the presence of the L2B. Thus the Al nuclei feel an electric field
gradient that decreases with the distance from the t28.

As a consequence the quadrupole interaction of the Al in the different neighbouring shells are
different and the coupling between these Al nuclei, which in a normal crysta is resonant, is now no
more resonant and thus these Al nuclei from different shells are more or less mutually decoupled.
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The polarization direction is perpendicular to the reaction plane and a magnetic field can be
applied in the same direction. in these experiments the Al s.c. is directed with a (001l axis in the
ooiarization and magnetic field axis. As visualized in fig. 2, the first shell consists of 6 Al nuclei
which split in two groups under influence of the magnetic field. For the two Al nuclei along the [00
axis the magnetic field is parallel to the E.F.G.-axis, while for the four other ones the field is
perpendicular to the E.F.G.-axis. At well defined magnetic fields some hyperfine splitting gap on
L2B can be equal to a gap in the neighbouring Al nucleus. Then the coupling is resonant and can be
observed by a resonant change of the 12B polarization. The resonant magnetic field will be different
for the two groups. Indeed as shown in fig. 3 two distinct resonant depolarizations are observed as a
function of the magnetic field.
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In order to start the study of the process of polarization exchange between 12B and his Al naes
nieighbours, we started to measure the polarization as a function of time, in and out of resonance.
We observed an enhanlcementl of the relaxation of 12B as soon as it is resonantly coupled to its
neighbourinlg Al nucle (fig. 4). Further experiments are planned to fully understand these
phenomlena3-

For the realization Of a -r-ray laser in which the long lived isomer is both the storage and lasing
level, two concepts need to be demionstrated; the effect of homogeneous broadening on the coupling
.) the radiation field and the enhancement of relaxation under the influence of a 'resonant' magnetic

field. For both these concepts we have proof of feasibility from the present '"9Ag and 'UB
experiments. In a parallel theoretical effort, thle basic ideas, underlying these phenomena, have been
refined. These studies are very closely connected to previous studies on nudlear-4evel--mmxng.
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,mOSSBAUER ABSORPTION ON '"-Ag, FAKE OR REALITY?
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L Intoduction

In 109UAg, the natural line width (T, t- l 1 7teV) is about four orders of magnitude smaller
than the inhomogeneous width, unavoidable in a solid state materia (2: 10-teV). Therefore
ane will exect that resonant absorption cannot be detected because each photon can interact
resuntny with only a very few nucli in the absorber. Ilawever, for long-lived isomers, the
temoral behavior of an emission and absorption proces must be considered and one must
ininde the interaction of the nuclei with the lattice duning that poce=s

2. Deocrpion of audea, and pnosou

fte long-lived states the interction, with the radiation is Ywy weak and the intta
With the lattice domnates. Domq the einrao of absorption procs the lattice can UWMc
bV=m modifiations in fequencT and phase. Therefixe a an&i photon whick is emtted

fmaRuh n teru=ig nsdens will be frequecy- and phase-inoduated and thus covitans
16 401about the interaction of the emitting unsdm With the lattice

Far shurser-41yed ancdd howve the interaction with the radiaxion field is stagrand the
nM or absorption process is much shorter so t;=a the lattice has so chanc to induce any

CIMW ding that poes. The emitted photon will pick up a momentary value of frequency
Ud Pafas and in this case the Wnormation about the flucttions, induced by tha lattice, can
We obtained only from observables on a Lasg mmble. So for shontied isomers each phomo
i m0ewtnt difiezent in frequency and phase, leading to nh ogeosbdning.

In onutrAUa when long-liived isme ane coudezed, the wave fiunn of ech Imdens ad
Of ach emstte photon of the -u-Whe ate adl identicaL They are hower amt stationary
Mm but wamet superposatiou of tbm We ca therefore introduce a fluctuation fimcon,
ithe time domain, whicht is the Fourier trnsform, of that superposition Spectrum.

We Cn thus express the nomnation-ary wae function as

ua. is the main enewu of the llucruating stase. The damping efactore
MW=awith the ontinuum of the radiatin 6ied, while A~t) mdsecsz the izuractian withthe ztice.

V!nC dactbe the amplitude for a photon with deonning (w - .i)emitted at time T as

~~~ a ~<f'' ~ It ' da (2)

'*a-Utw A.. Sciciric Publisfting Compnay



14SR R. Couszeme::: et at., X. bsorption on '01Ag. fake or reolity?

It M-- that at Uim T, the sytIem hat emitted a photon, which is a vaerowioPhoton statel with diffamet frequna A Mwe width and shape o( the frequnc dimo1
is given byI (W-14), whick is the Fourier ftmnmwz of the fiucstion andj the 6.201-fnn- ons. So we c= coudude that the Photon is aim maduLaai and damped in the m aas the nudena from which it is emitted

3. Absorption of photons in a seif-absorption goom=sa

When absorption, of such a photon in cmuidered, the photost winl cary the iuctaUMg
from the emitting source and in the ezpreszon of the absorption amptitude we wil ham wfluctuation functions, one fi= the source and one from the absorber. Tbese functimm CUS(t) and q(t), can be -zcsly the same when iource and absorber are in the same lnazi ahtame tempeaure and in the same other Conditions& It is the Case when seff-ahsorptwx in'OlAg is considered. However it is important to notice that the Auctuations q(t) and St) Uenot correated.

We introduce it in the absorption amplitude

ATw 0 d0  - i <fiVji> f *)g-t) e",C(o-~ dt()

and using Purc'vais theorem we obtain

AT(w0 a )=- <Iivli> f (,, (51
0

in which 14T (w-~ and 9T& )are the Foudwe amplitudes of the tluctmatiow at the
abomber resp, the emitter.

Thus the amplitude is a convolution of the source and the aboorber 196=q p~
Such, a convointson depends an the shapes and potton of the two spctr. =oevrif we an
aMum that theY have the sam shape. then as zo davung (c.%- 1,), the counvou wl nw
Moae depend an the shapes at Lemt if the Fanxia spectra are propesty ucernalized as

lqft~lti= I of 2r I T(wa-vd) 1 d -1t (6)

tratil now we didan sqoctfy the skqa(o the Power sqgum, zdthm the tun dpnio
Of q(t). We sMMM WUa the covpin-g of the Lattion to the nadmn is a week wooi n two
$vue that the Lattice Changs Very frequently, indam at anch event omiy a vwy tiny champ
ft the 2Udin. In the oberina m sate, the lbse qt) can be 1 epuded as a cwoo
and smooth fimcdo.. We ais axinmen that the nuclar synan is an aandim with the JtIzv
so that the &Nssn, q() is amod to fluctute amud nity ad thm the Foner 1tp. 1'5
wladaes a. the choice at tame intervaL Under thown awanptice the trandtion rae ca bi
wattsn SOOTl as a fusection of the demuming between Outer and absorber:

0
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In the Case of sel-4bsorption absorber and emitter display the same Fourier spectrum and
the detusug is =ro. Under these conditions far optimal qonvatution. the absorption Meo is notonly optimal, but this optimal value is independent of the shape of the Fourier spectrum

However in such & self-Absorptiont esperiment inhomogenatiea /I/ can itioduce serous
dauning for which the convolution integrAl and consequently the absorption is smaller. Whenthe deautung distribution corresponding to the inhhomoganeous dismrbto would be large~pared to the huaeeous widh the the total 2 tion probability would decrease.
lowever, if the inhomogeneous width is much smaller than the width of the Fourier spectrum,then the inhozuogenetties will almost not aliea the total absorption rate.

For MIAg& we estimate the homogeneous width to be associated with the T2 reiaxation andnot with the nuclear decay. Therefore in order to observe Ukabaner absorption it will besufficent that the inhozaogeneous broadening is smaller than 1OI2eV, which is a much less
stringent condition than to be less than the natural width (10*1eV).

4. Experiments

We found therefore that the positive resUlt, teported in 121 and /13/, could be reaL Wedesigned a self-Absorption axperiment in which we avoid geomsety changes which occar whenthe sample is cooled to He-tempeaure. We wsed a cold ainger, cooled by a close cyclem~dgerazor and we detected the gamma rays in a detector perpendicular to the cold ainger orthe direcion of shriain (fig. 1). Becase of that geometry and because of the short length ofthe mild fuager, mur expenment is about hundred times less senstive to geometry changes
induced by the cooling, than previous etpesns. Furthermore we have the adrantage thatwe cza measure in th &H teprsr range firom. 10 K aq to rom tespetature, "ithant
touching the systom.

A. Ge detector
B: Vibration-4re pilfamtr
C; 14Cd/Ag source
D:Helmhotz cods
& E Cloed cycle refigerator
F: Cold ainger
G; Rubber beflow

Lr Hall probe insert
1: -diode theMsometer
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1.127

1. 1

1.123

fig. 2 X/gamma measurement a function of tmpeture.

Our prliminary reulta, indicate a amal e]ect, which hao up at the right "ermatwm
(fig. 2). dmre coududinW we want to make some suplmenta7 menesta, ila to cciude e, 7 sysmeaaic a ea. One of the most critical will be to reduce the ambiat

mUetic field to such a be that the Zeman plitting is amula than the hnnogeners width.In that ca the Mambana effi= -m a-ma by a factw of about fmr. Sowe we donthave prms data an the botmogemm width, but we atimate from rdauim i Ag that thewdk coud be of the ord of maptude of 10-tV. fa orda to achieve the above onditim
we mt red the amnbim a d to a Lwd beow I m=Gau which isno tnyi&L

5Conmdunomns

For l1ost-6ed isomam the cmuditim fm W baum affect is nat that the zaturzi lne
width, but that the hamogamau lize width m-P oawheim the iahomogmatiu. TIs
b=oqmm amn bioulmag can be due to the actos di the 11-4- aud is mc larger than the
m~tmm One. Expznaans are not nedm"~ Me but izaprovemuum an execed

Achawfedgemeut
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We show that presence of destructive interference due to quantum coherence at nuclear Zeeman

level-crossings precludes absorption but not emission of 7-rays. The underlying principle can be

demonstrated in a Mdssbauer effect experiment and has broad consequences in the domain of

gamma-optics.



The presence of quantum coherence effects at level-crossings either in an atomic, nuclear or

muon-spin related system offers possibilities of exploring new physical effects. In the atomic case,

for example, the non-reciprocity between emission and absorption of optical radiation at such

crossings has led to the concept of lasing without inversion L'-3, dark-line resonances 4 and more

recently to the recognition of an enhancement of the index of refraction s. The corresponding nuclear

case has remained largely unexplored in this regard. In this Letter, we show for the first time that

the reciprocity between gamma emission and absorption, so well documented in M6ssbauer

spectroscopy experiments will cease to occur at Zeeman-level crossings due to quantum coherence

effects. In particular, for an excited nuclear state, the destructive interference between a pair of

Zeeman levels in a crossing condition will preclude absorption of -t-rays although not their emission.

The underlying principle appears to be generic and has important consequences for gamma optics and

in particular for stimulated emission of ---rays, as we shall comment later.

Each level--crossing experiment in practice entails a specific experimental scheme to produce a

coherent superposition of a pair of levels. In the atomic case, this is usually achieved for instance by

interaction of an atomic system with an electromagnetic fieldO"7 . In the nuclear case, an elegant and

controlled way8 to achieve level-crossing of Zeeman levels can be achieved by a combined Electric

Field Gradient (EFG) from a non-cubic crystalline host and and external magnetic field producing a

field B at the nucleus. The arrangement is schematically illustrated in figure 1.

Let us consider a nucleus of spin I (I > 1/2) subject to a predominant electric quadrupole

interaction eQV=/41(21-1) = hw Q due to a static EFG from a crystal and a magnetic--dipole

interaction gj,,B = --- due to a magnetic field Z applied at a small angle (< 10') wrt the

symmetry axis of the EFG (V.). For simplicity we assume the EFG tensor to be axially symmetric,

i.e. V,. = Vzy. The lack of collinearity of the V. component and the direction of B is critical and is

a point we shall return to later.

The hamiltonian describing the hyperfine interaction of the nuclear spin I with the EFG and

external magnetic field B, applied at an angle 0 wrt V' consists of three terms as follows:

-- (31' -I)- w cos-O1 + -sino (I. ) (1)

The first two terms describe the axial symmetry preserving interaction (111) and lead to a

crossing of the Zeeman levels at specific magnetic field values B as illustrated in fig. 2. The third

term describes the axial symmetry breaking interaction Ii., and leads to a mixing of the crossed

Zeeman levels which is controlled by the tilt angle #. For small values of B, we can neglect the third

term in expression (1) to first order and obtain the level-rosings by requiring the eigenvalues of the

symmetric part of the hamiltonian to become degenerate for a pair of Zeeman levels (m,m'):



E. -E. = h WQ [3(m2 -m" 1)] -IL W1 COS (m - MI) = 0 (2)

leading to the level-cossing condition:

WB = 3 (m + M') W Q / coS#. (3)

as illustrated in the Breit-Rabi diagram of fig.2, drawn for the first excited state (I=3/2) of S7Fe as

an example.

At and near level-crossing fields, the symmetry breaking term in the hamiltonian although small

cannot be neglected because of the degeneracy of the two crossing levels (m,m'). This term then

strongly admixes the pure states Im> and I m'> and results in eigenfunctions and eigenvalues that

are easily calculated analytically.

The eigenfunctions, 11> and 12> are a coherent superposition of the pure I m> and I I> states,

11 {im>-R Im'>} (4)

12> 1 {R Im> + Im'>} (5)

in which the mixing factor R is a function of the ratio between the splitting of the unperturbed levels

E. - E.' and the perturbation coupling between the crossing levels W...

For a crossing of first order, Am = Im - m" I = 1, this perturbation coupling is the non--diagonal

element of the perturbation hamiltonian:

w.' < ml L I>'> = sin# < iln(I.+11Mi'>. (6)

For crossings with Am > 1 one finds the perturbation coupling by Am-th order perturbation theory

as given in ref.9.

It is these matrix elements which are responsible for the miing of the eigenstates and for the

repulsion between the energy levels because of the reduction in symmetry, due to the misalignment jC

between the EFG-axis and B. The energy difference between the mixed states I 1> and 12> is now

IE,- 2 l . !(E. E.')2 + (2 W.'). (7)

As long as the energy difference between a pair of levels is much larger than the perturbation

coupling, I E. - E.,' I >> 12 Wm, 1, the mixing is negligible and pure states are found. The mi.ng

is total at the crossing points, E. = E., and R =1, independently of the strength of the perturbation



and the order of the crossing. In these points the energy difference reaches a minimum value

I EI- E2 .in = 12 W.."I. This energy difference can be thought of as a Rabi splitting. It is
analogous to the frequency difference between two normal modes of a system of two coupled identical

oscillators.

Let us now consider a gamma absorption process between a ground state Ij.> and two excited

states Im> and Im, >, for which the selection rules allow the transition between the ground state

and the pure state I m'> but forbid the transition to the pure state Im> (fig.3). Near the

level-crossing field, the pure states are admixed to form the eigenstates I i> and 12> as described by

equations (4) and (5). A photon of frequency w (fig.3) can be absorbed in two modes A, and A2,

corresponding to the absorption amplitude to state 11>, respectively state 12>. This is possible

because both the admixed states I1> and 12> contain the pure state I m'>, to which the selection

rules allow a transition provided the detunings (energy differences) are not too large. If S, and 82

represent the detunings between the initial state and the two final states I1> and 12>, the

absorption amplitudes are given by:

A, = -1< i+VI0> ei6 tt dt (8a)
J0

A2 =-., < 21V u> ei2t dt (8b)
fo

where V is the transition operator. In a Mdssbauer absorption experiment, the 7-ray energy of the

emitter (hw) relative to a stationary absorber, can be modulated by Doppler shift:

W= W (1 +6 = Iwo(1 +

82 = WO(I + V W21- (9)

Let us assume that the states 1 1> and 12> are radiatively broadened due to the interaction with

the vacuum fluctuations of the radiation field. Absorption to a decaying system mn be seen as a

process in which not only the transition from the groundstate to the excited state takes place, but

where also the excited state decays in a continuum of final states. In the case of decay by

re-emission of a -ray, the continuum is due to all possible frequencies, directions and polarisations
of the re-emitted radiation. The fact that one deals with an open system is usually taken into

account by adding a damping factor e- lt/2 to the wave function 10.

One then obtains :



At = < < VI.> +0 eot/2 e1ibt dt = <I V IA> (61) (10a)
f0

A2 = < 21 V Iu> +00 e_-,t/2 ei6 2t dt = <21VI> 7(82) (lob)

This situation is very similar to what is described in reLl, ref.2 and ref.3, for atomic systems.

The two transition amplitudes are coherent because we consider a proces with two quantum

paths both starting from an initial state I A>, one passing through state I 1>, the other through state

12> and both ending at the same levels I K> of the previous described continuum. Therefore, we
must add the amplitudes A, and A2 as they are phase-locked to the same initial state (ground state
plus one photon)

A A, + A2  ()

Adding the amplitudes leads to interference terms in the transition probability. In most cases this
interference disappears, e.g. when states Ii> and 12> are stationary states without finite line width
or when the energy difference between the levels is so large that the overlap can be neglected.

However in the case of mixed and repulsing levels, the separation can be tuned by choosing the
misalignment angle 3 in such a way that ovedap of the line shapes is achieved. In this case
interferences play a critical role.

Taking into account the mixed structure of the eigenfunctions and the selection rules, we obtain for
the partial amplitudes :

AI(,) = <M'IV I A> ;V0 , )(12)

A2( 2 ) = <M' IVIj/> 1(8). (13)

The total amplitude, as a function of the photon frequency w, can now be written as:

A(w) = i <m' IvI >1 (62) -rI(I) (14)

leading to the absorption probability:
IA()I~2 2 ,i 2I1( 6 ) - R)(6,)12(I (W I <M I V I > 121 9)(15)

1 +R2

In equation (15) we see that near the level crossing field we have destructive interference and the
probability I A(w) 12 begins to vanish. Spe ifically, at the level-crossing, the mixing factor R = 1



and then we get a complete destructive interference of the amplitudes At and A2 when 7(61) = 7(61),

which occurs for the frequency w = (w, + w2)/2. Away from the level-crossing field, one expects the

interference effect due to leve-crossing to disappear. Thus, in effect, quantum coherence at Zeeman

level-crossings leads to a hole-burning in the absorption spectrum only around the crossing field.

In a Mdssbauer emission experiment utilizing the same two levels I1> and 12> a totally

different situation prevails. Emission can occur from state I> or from state 12> and there is no

coherent superposition since these states are fed from a parent state independently. So one can write

the total probability for emission as made up of the individual probabilities for each decay:

2 2

P(w) = p, AI(w)I +P2 IA2( W)l (16)

where pI and P2 represent the initial populations of states I1> and 12>. Assuming pL = p2 = p we

c',tain for the emission :
2 2 2

P(w) = 'PI <m' IV j> 1 1 + R1(6')l (17)
I l+ R2

Equation (17) shows that no destructive interference can occur in the emission processes. We thus

conclude that gamma-emission will take place, even at those frequencies for which the absorption

vanishes.

We want to emphasize that this effect can only be observed if one can select the sublevel of the

ground state for which destructive interference takes place. Otherwise the constructive interference

term corresponding to the other sublevel will cancel the effect.

In this particular case of level mixing however, the upper levels are nearly degenerate while the

ground levels are fully split. This allows the destructive and constructive interferences to occur at

different -- energies or different modulation relocities in the Missbaner spectrum.

In summary, we have shown that a non-reciprocity between 7-ray absorption and emission

processes can occur at the nuclear level-crossing condition. The absence of absorption is intrinsically

due to a destructive interference between two absorption amplitudes. A specific design of a

controlled nuclear level-crossing experiment using combined EFG and external magnetic field is

proposed, which is amenable to a test using a M~ssbauer effect experiment. Indeed, demonstration of

such an effect will open several exciting possibilities, one of which includes the feasibility of switching

on and off 7-absorption attenuation by merely applying an appropriate external magnetic field.

An application of this concept resides in ?-ray lasers t where the attenuation of absorption will

significantly ease the pumping and gain requirements for lasing to occur. One could pump the 7-ray

laser in a normal mode and then move to a level-crossing condition to initiate lasing, thus providing

a trigger for the device.
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Fig. 1 Magnetic field B applied at an angle fi wrt the symmetry axis of the EFG

provides a convenient way to produce nuclear level-mizings.

Fig.2 Breit - Rabi diagram for the ezcited state in 57Fe subject to a quadrupole

splitting of 1 mm/s and a collinear magnetic field B.

Note the A~m = 2 and Am = 1 Zeema? level crossing at 7.45 ' and 14.9 T.

Fig.3 Mixng of the pure Zeeman-leveLs I m> and I i'> lecds to the mized states

I1 > and 12> which are repulsed by an energy ?L(6 + S2) at the crossing field

where # 0.
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Abstract: At nudear level miring condition, interferences between different transition

amplitudes can occur. In a narrow frequency range, absorption can be

hindered while not the emission. This feature offers interesting applications

on the design of a graser and of a resonant scatterer for y- rays.

Radiation physics using atomic systems is actually in rapid growth and continues to

offer new surprising, results. As most of the new effects explore the coherence of a laser

beam, it is generally not applicable to nuclear systems. However a few of the ideas can be

translated to nuclear radiation. We will show that nuclear systems offer some advantages

compared to the atomic ones f1-71 because of the possibility of controlled nuclear level

miing phenomena.

Nuclear level mixing has been studied extensively in earlier papers [8-09. Applying

a magnetic field directed along the EFG axis of a quadrupole splitted nuclear system, will

lift the *m degeneracy and some pairs of levels will cross for ww/ Q = 3, 6, 9 .. (fig. 1).

When the magnetic field is slightly misaligned wth respect to the EFG - as the axial

symmetry is slightly broken and the ir> states are no longer egenstates of the system.

The hamiltonian can be wrtten as



2

with the first term the quadrupole interaction hamiltonian, the second the Zeeman

interaction due to the large component of the magnetic field along the EFG axs and the

third term the Zeeman interaction due to the component perpendicular to it. The last

term is the symmetry breaking one and its effect is to mix the Im> - states. As the

misalignment 4 is small, this mixing can be neglected except for two m - levels at and near

the crossing fields. Near this crossing fields, the eigenfunctions can be calculated in a

two-leve approximation; they are coherent superpositions of the wave functions of the

two crossing levels m and m' :

> =  1 [In>-RIm'>] and 12>= 1 fRIm>+Im'>1.

R is the mixng factor and at crossing fields one has always R = 1. Thus at the crossing

field we obtain two wave functions, one being called the anti-phase, the other the in-phase

superposition, similar to the system of coupled oscillators:

I1> -[ [m>_Im'>I and 12> =-L Im> + m'>j.

The levels I> and 12> repel and the distance between them is given as:

IEI-E21 = /(E m - + 2 W.,

in which EI and EM, are the eigenenergies of the Hamiltonian without the third term and

Wmm , is the matrix element of the third trm. So we see that the minimum distance

between level II> and level 12> is obtained at the crossing field where E n = EMr and

equals 2 W mm,. As that matrix element is dependent on 4 by the factor sin#, one can-

easily control the level distance by adjusting the misalignment angle. Thus in a nuclear

system it is rather easy to produce two close - lying levels of the in-phase and anti-phase

type and to adjust their level spacing so that the two levels overlap by the radiative or

lifetime broadening.

Let us now consider a gamma absorption between a ground state I P> and the



3

system of two mixed levels I 1> and 12> (fig. 2). In a M6ssbauer set-up, the frequency of

the gamma-ray can be doppler tuned : w = wo (I + 1). There is a frequency range, for

which both the transition amplitude to state I 1> and the transition amplitude to state

12> are contributing to the absorption. As both transitions are locked in phase to the

same initial state (ground state + one photon), they can interfere. The total absorption

amplitude is then given by:

A(w) = Al(w) + A2(w) and P(w) - IA(w)I .

The transition amplitudes to level I 1> and 12> are given as:

Ai(w) = - <ioVli> fo e - "t 2 ei Sit dt,

in which 6i is the detuning to the first, respectively second level:

6t= Iwo(l + c)-all' Ica-cl and 62= Iwo (1 +)-(J21= IW-W 2 1.

The amplitudes are thus proportional to the Lorentzian amplitudes:

F(51) = + i/2 and F(52) - 62 + i/2.

The interference A1A2 + cc will contribute only if the distance between level I 1> and level

12> is of the order of the line width r. We can calculate the amplitudes Al(w) and A2 (w)

as:

5-r [ <aVA> F(S1) -<ml V iA> F(SI)

iAf i R2 -mII> 1 F5z mIVIA
'2(w) = 7"-<-V (,-,IV F5)I

The transition matrix element contains a pure nuclear matrix element and a radiation-,

amplitude. This last one depends on the polarization a- of the photon and its direction 0

with respect to the EFG - axis, chosen as the Z-axis. Furthermore we can apply the

Wigner-Eckart theorem to the nuclear matrix element:

<mI V A> = d'.. #) Cm <[diVIiI1>,

with C M the Clebsch-.Gordon coefficient <Ij j4 1 m--l I m>. The resultant amplitude is



4

now given as

A(w) <lJVllli >  Cm,4dMI o.) { R FSI)_- F())

- C M d {_(0_ F( + R F( 2) } I.

We see dearly that when the selection rules allow the absorption from j p> to Inm'> but

not from I/s> to I i>, one obtains destructive interference while in the opposite case

constructive interference occurs. One can easily deduce that at the level crossing field,

where R = 1, the amplitude from [j> to I i'> can be completely hindered for the

frequency w = + F- at which F(SI) = F(62). If furthermore the transition to Im> is

forbidden by the selection rules, the absorption is completely hindered at that frequency.

On the other hand, the emission from such a pair of incoherently populated levels I1> and

12> will not show interference, because of the random relative phase between the levels

I I> and 12>.

There are two methods to demonstrate these interferences. The most direct one is

to observe the decrease or increase of a M6ssbauer absorption line when the magnetic field

is turned on to a crossing field. In fig I we display the Rabi diagram of the spin 3/2 case in

57Fe. At the first crossing field the transition.,a = +1/2 to m = -3/2 is Am-forbidden,

while the ;A = +1/2 to m' = +1/2 is allowed. In this situation, complete destruction of the

, = +1/2 - m = +1/2 transition amplitude can be observed at the ciossing field.

A second, but less direct test follows frotn the fact that it is possible to repeat the

same argumentation for 7 - ray emission from a sublevel I[i> to a pair of mixed levels.

The emission amplitudes are both phase locked to the same initial state and therefore

coherent emission is achieved. As a consequence the transition probability to the pair of

mixed levels can be enhanced or hindered. Considering the partial transition probability

from the sublevel Ia> to all final levels Imf>, Inm> and Inm'>, the result is a decrease or

increase in the partial lifetime. In order to formalize it, the partial transition probability

from sublevel 114> is separated in a part containing the transition probabilities to



non-mixed I mr> levels and another parut to expressing the transition probability to the

pair of mixed levels I 1> and 12>

P (WA0) = I <IIvrIj 1> 2

ElCm , 2 1IE d I (O)l2 IF(S ) 2

m0*

" Cc 1 2 1E d t  (0)1 2 1i2 1 F() + F(1) 2I * a 1+
" IC ,, 2  IZ d't, _ O 2  1 R F(51) + F(87)I12

" C d

l+2[F(61 ) - R F(6)] [R F(61) + F(6)].

The helicity e(a") is +1 or -1 for -f-rays. When considering the partial lifetime, the

direction of propagation is random and we must integrate over the angle 0. Consequently

the last term will disappear because of the orthogonality relation

d d,_.AO.,(() sind dO = mm, "

We must also integrate over al frequencies w, which results in an integration over the

detunings Sm~, St and 62. As the line shapes are normalized such that f I F(6) 12 dw

we get for the parial probability:
2 ,#2 2 2 R f F(S,) F(S,)*dwJ]

P = I < I IVIII > I2  [ I + ( I C Cm ,,II ) R.+17 ( d

We can conclude that the partial lifetime of a single initial substate u can be increased or

decreased according to the relative norm of the Clebsch-Gordon coeffidents. When

transition Ig> ir> is forbidden, the lifetime is increased, while it is decreased if the

other transition is forbidden. We can thus conclude that there are two ways to show-

interference in nuclear decay.

There are a few important applications. As has been shown, it is possible that the

absorption amplitude is completely hindered, while the emission is not. As a consequence,

the condition for population inversion is not required for lasing at these particular
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frequencies where overlap of shapes can be achieved and at particular magnetic field values

where level mixing occurs. These features are extremely interesting for the proposal of the

following scenario for a graser. At a first time, the system can be pumped when the

magnetic field is out of the critical condition. After pumping, when lasing must be

achieved, the field can be changed to its critical level-crossing value. The bandwidth of

the graser will be limited to the frequency zone for which overlapping of shapes is achieved

and this width will thus be nearly the natural line width.

Another important application is the use of resonant scattering on a material that

has no absorption in the previously described frequency range, so that the reflectivity is

high. Indeed under previous conditions for a completely hindered absorption, the resonant

scattering is not affected. It can be shown in the following way. The scattering amplitude

S(w) is due to a contribution to level 1 1> and to level 12>
s)=<m I V 1> < I V+ I m> +<MiIV12> <21V+]mi>

a- I C : 02 - 1 72
At the conditions for a hindered absorption rate, one gets

S(U) 2,rI <, VI ,> 2 RI fF( 81) 12  1 F( 91) 1
S w) 1~I <m VIm >t 7 1[ + (r/)2  62 + (r/2)

At the crossing fields it gives
2--. 1) F ( 61) i 2

2,+(r/2)2  
-

Introducing M6ssbauer cross-iections for 57Fe one can estimate that total reflection is

possible for angles smaller than 0.3 degrees. For such small angle scattering good

reflectivity requires low absorption- This requirement is only achieved for the narrow.

frequency band as described above.

This work was supported by Strategic Defense Initiative Organization / Innovative Science

and Technology and managed by U.S. Office of Naval Research grant N00014--88-K-2035.
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Fig re captions

Fig. I Breit - Rabi diagram for the excited state in s7e subject to a. quadrupole

splitting of 1 mm/s and a collinear magnetic 6eld B.

Note the Am = 2 and Am = I Zeeman level crossing at 7.45 T and 14.9 T.

Fig. 2 For 0, mixing of the pure Zeeman-4evels Im> and I m > leads to the

mixed states II> and 12> which are repulsed by an energy h(61 + 62) at

the crossing ield.
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Abstract - In this paper we show that, taldng into account the temporal behavior of the emission
an~d absorption process, resonant absorption must be possible, even for very long lived isomeric
states. Secondly we claim that, due to special quantum efects, it is possible to create such
conditions that absorption of ?--rays can be strongly attenuated and even forbidden, while emission

reansuchanged. These two featuires both relax the severe problems of pumping and gain
requirements for 7-rays lasing to occur.

Introductio

In order to achieve a rufihtic concept of a gamma ray laser dfernt fdamentai problems must
be solved. The problem a( the pumping and level inversion is certainly a seeeone for auclear
levels. in this paper we will consider two particular features that can be of ctcl importance for
7-ramy lasing. We flist point out that Massbaner absorption must be possible even for very long lived
isomnexic states, allowing the us of these levels as storage and Waing levels, provided a tr
mechaism is built-in. Secondly we report on a smdy in which it is shown that ande Tery

"ar04Cu21 magnetic field coftions, we can stzongly attenuate and even anuihiate the absorption
while the eission probabilit remains uangd Such phenomena allow us to reLax the pumping
conditions as anversion is no more required. Horeovonr as the magnetic field conditions are very strict
but easily clanged, we have achieved a ti --- system, as one can alternate pimping and lasing
periods by simply adjusting the magnetic fed

L.Resonant absortion of -ohotous into a long lived isomeric state

For Iong lived isomdc stat., one must consider the temporal behavior of the ==Miso and
absorption proces and indunde the interaction of the unclei with the lattice dun; that Process,
which, is a, much stronger interaction than the imeraction with the radiation fEd. Duznng the
emission or absorption prnow the lattice can induce frequent modifications in freqtue and phase.
Therefre a photon, emmed from such an interacting anceus wil be frequency7- and
phas.-odulated and thus =ams uio~ation about the intetaction of the emittng nucleus with
the lattce. We assume thu that the zuclear wave functions c~ be exressed1 as the product of an

upstrbed wave ftnction =d a fluctation function j(t), which zellecu the interaton with the

#(,t) = (RZO) At) e4'If WA' (1

*We include adamping fict ra for the the interaction. with the cont urio the radiation
lid, while wo is the main mus of the fluctuating state.
The amlitude for transition betwee ini tial state I i> and final state IJf> (with V the tran ton
operlr for an emitted photon with detuzing (ui - w-) becomes:



A(w - Wo) = <f V I i> At) e-rt/2 ei( ) d

or using the Fourier transform

7Tc (- ) ( j__ At) e-r9/ 2 ei( ) dt (3)

we see that the amplitude is giTen by the Fourier spectrum of the damping and the fluctuaticn
function:

A(, - wo) = - <£]¥]i>t= o TT(W - U/0).

We conclude that the amplitude is distributed over a range of detuing that is related to the
frquency distribution width of the fluctuations, given by 7(w--oa), instead of to the natura width;
one says that the system is homogeneously broadened by the interaction with the lattice.

We consider now the absorption of a photon on a system of nuclei subjected to fluctuations from
the lattice. The photon will carry the fluctuations from the emitting source and will be modulated
and damped in the same way as the nucleus from which it is emitted, so in the erpression of the
absorption amplitude we will have two uncorrelated fluctuation functions Xt) and 4 t), one fron the
source and one from the absorber :

A(w=-wo') - <flVi> t)i(t) e-r=t ei(w ' w
o,)t dt (5)

and using Parzcvals theorem we obtain

A(wo-wo') = i 2<11Vi> r7 T(uA )gT((w')' dw. (6)

The amplitude is a convolution of the source and the absorber frequency spectra. Such a conolution
depends on the shapes and positions of the two spectra. If the nuclear system is in equilibrium with
the lattice, the function At) and 9(t) can be assumed to fluctuate around unity and the Fourier
spectra to be independent on the choice of time interval T. We further assume that the fluctuation
functions can be regarded as continuous and smooth functions during the observation time. Under
these asnmptions the transition rate can be written as a function of the detuning between emiter
and absorber :

e-2(w-woI)dw.

When source and absorber are in the same material, at the same temperature and in the same other
conditions, T(w) and 9(w) will have the sa=e shape and homogeneous width. In that cse if t!,e
detuting is serc, ,wnnw), the convolution and also the absorption rate wil reach their optmaal
value which is independent of :he shapes, at lean if the Fourier spectra aue pwpel omized as

1 for itI = r1dw=l. (8)



However one still has to deal with the problem of the inhomogeneous detuming, what leads to a
sout of the resonant absorption at the expense of the size of the effect at the central
requency. The occurrence of mhomogeneties in a solid cannot be avcided o a certain limit ; typicai

vplues of inhomogeneous line broadenng in the best cystals amount to lO1'2eV or more. For long
lived states the natural line width is a least several orders of mnnitude smaller than the
inhonogeneous one, so one could believe that in this case observation of resonant absorption is
impossible. But in the presence of homogeneous line broadening, as described above, one is able to
overwhelm these solli- state efects (which contribute to inhomogeneous broadening) and restore the
resonant absorption if the homogeneous line width, and not the natural line width, is larger than the
inhomogeneous detuning.

For -ample in the long lived isomer '"Ag (r,, = 1O-7eV), we estimate the homogeneous width
to be aesocdzied with the T2 re!a %ion (10-'2eV) and aot with the nuclear decay, so in order to
observe M~sbauer self--absorption it will be sufient that the inhomogeneous broadeng is smaller
than the homogeneous width, which is a much less stringent condition than to be less than the
naturai width. So M6ssbauer absorption can occur even for very long lived isomenc states, opening
the possibility to use the isomeric level as the storage and lasing leve, by influencing the relaxation
timeL.

Another problem in the concept of a 7-rays laser, namely the requirement of population
inversion, can be strongly reaxed by the feasibility of switching off the 7-absorption, while the
emission .remains unchanged, due to a quantum inteference effect, that can be achieved by nuclear
level miing of hyperfine levels.

2.Non--r.ciyrocitv of -- emission and absorption

The presence of quantum coheren-e effects at level mixngs offers possibilities of exploring aew
physical effects. In atomic physicL level mixing or anti-crossing is known since the &cn-ing of
quantum mechanics and, for example, the non-recprocity between emission and absorption of
optical radiation at such mixngs has led _ lasIng without inversion2 , dark-line resonanceP and
more recently to the recognition of an enhancement of the index of refraction. Also in muon spin
physics the level mixing phnomena are introduced.

Consider a gamma absorption process between a ground stte I At> and two excited states Im
and in'>, for which the selection rules allow the transition between the ground state and the level
i='> but forbid the transition to Im> (fig.l). Let us now assume that we are in a specfic level

mizng condition so the egenstates are the mixed states !1> and 12> , which axe a coherent
superpouon of the pure I i> and Irm, > states, with mixin, fa c_: R

SI {lin>-R Im'>} and 12>= {RIm> +tin'>}.(9z i1-a I P

.-. 4,
I'

IIFig.1 Mi~q f tka PwimLod I n '> d , l
to themed sawI I>d2>ich re



A photon of frequency w (fig.l) can be absorbed in two modes A, and A2. These modes
cor.,pond to the absorption amplitude to the state 11>, respecwtivey to the state 12>. This is
perfect7 possible because both the states 11> as well as 12> contain a component I='> to which
the selection rules allow a transition provided the detumings (enera difences) too large
The two amplitudes art -herent as ther phases are locked to the same initial state (ground state
plus sne photon), so one must add the two partial amplitudes in order to find the total one:

A = At + A2 (10)

Let us further anume that the two nucear isomeic wave functions are equally homogeneously
broadened, either from the nuclear decay or from fluctuations induced by the lattice. We must then

include a damping factor for the deczy e "P'S2 and for very long lived states a fluctuation function
/At) that will simulate the intmventions from the lattice as in equations (2-4). One then becomes:

At! -" I I V Ia> A'"..< ]t)e -Cat/2 ei6t (it (1

< 1 (12)

in which 6t and 6: are the detuning between the initial state and the two statlory states I 1> and
12>. These detunings can be changed if the frequency of the photon is variable. In the case of a
M6ssbauer absorption experiment, the ,,-cay frequency w can be modulated by the relative velocty
between the souzce and the absorber :

W= W(I -- Z),so i = I w ( )-- 1 I and 2 =1 wo(I+.) -w 2I. (13)

in which wt, w are Eresp. E2 /7L
Takng into accnt the mired structure of the eigefunctions and the selection rules, we- obtain for
the partial amplitudes :

-18)<MV a> 7(6i (14a)

A2(&V) =.+<m'7v ___ 6). (14b)

The total amplitude, as function of the faequenmc of the photon w as singe parameter can now be

written as :

= - -'  < m "I .J 14 (15)

and the probabilit becomes

S27r If(~ -,R)(j

I + R2

Looking to equation (16) we see that near the level crossing we have a destructive interfrence of the
two amplitudes and at cartain frequencies w the amplitude can even vanish as

;T61) - Y(-) 0 . (17)



At exact crossing, the mirtng fator R = and then we get a complete destructive interferece of the
amplitudes At aad A2 when (.6 t) = ;U.b which Occurs for the frequency u = (Wi + W,)/2. This
simnulated in dg.2.

=

Emission

Fg.2 OuatAte ritndation of
atsortion resV. & nison

biyat = rodm
Absorption (R=Z), as a fitionof 7-ray

0i

In a M6ssbaiier emission experiment a totally different situation prevails. Emission can occu
from state I1> or from state 12> and there is no coherent superposition since these states are fed
from a parent state independently. So one can write the total probability for emission as made up of
the individual probabilities for each decay

P(w) p, IAi(w)I'+p 2 A 2 w) 12()

in which p and p2 are the dtial populations of states 11> and 12>. Assuming them equal we
obtain for the emission

1 - (1'

In this expression there is no destructive interference and thus gama-emission will take place, even
at those frequences for which the absorption Tuaishes (fig.2).

The leve mixing or coh t
superposition of pure states in nuclear

B,1  , systems can be achieved in an elegant
and controlled way by u.mng. &
combination of an Electric Field
Gradient and an exenalmagnetcfiEeld, with a small mislinmn~t.
This arrangement is schematically
illustrated in fig.3. We anume the
EFG teusor to be axially symimeinc
(Vi- = Vy,). The misaligmant of
the manetic field B with epect to
the symmetry ai of the M (V=)
is a critical point as will become dear

F 0g3 Ceticw f B applied at an later.
a 3 914tr = r ~ ym i-gas Of

Ae EFG.



The hmiltonian describing the hyperfine interaction af the nnclar spin I (I>1/2) with a static
EFG from a =ysul and an external magnetic field B, applied a a snall 4ng1e 0 W<10) wrt the
EFG-4ymetry axis consists of an electric quadrupole and a magnetic dipole interacton term :

7= (3I I) + d (I. + .) (20)

in which qis the fundamental quadrupole frequecy (21)

Bn W is the Zeeman frequency. (2

The first two tems af the hamultonia, namely the quadrupole and the "parallel Zeem
hamiltoman, have axial symmzetr. The third tam, the "perpendicular Zeeman" hamiltonian is the
symmetry breakin part. For small mi sflmeat we can, at least in f i order, nglect the last te=
in expression (20) and find the eigenergI s of the aaly symmetic part:

Es . TwQ [3m2 - (1+1)] - h? w3 cOsO n. (23)

One can see that for certain values of the magnetic field some pairs of levels get the same energy,
as illustrated in the Breit-Rabi diagram of fig.4, drawn for the fit exc'ted state (1=3/2) of 5TFe as
an example. We obtain these level crossings when the eigenvalues for a pair of Zeeman levels (mm')
become degenerate, i.e.,

E.- E., = % WQ [3(m- M'2 )] - wB cos (m -M') 0 (24)

leading to the level crossing condition

wB = 3 tm + in) 1 /cosO. (25)

7

Fig.4 Ersit - RAtbi diagram for dua ecitad
state i n STFe subet to a quadrm pole

____________spitting of I mm/s and a coainear
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0 7. 45 14A (T) 1mevd aig at 74 ad 4.9 T.



In practice, as we can change the applied magnetic field, we can adjust w3 to a value where the
two levels cross. These values of the magnetic field, called level crossng pomts, are equidistant and
the distance between two neighbouzing points is equal to the value of the first level cron * point.
At and near such crosn , the symmetry breaking term in the hamiltoian cannot be
and plays a most important role ; its effect will be to Li the degeneracy and mix each pair m,m) of
Crossng levels. The coinciding enery leels repel each other and the coarrding eficgtic
perturbation thbeory, using a two level appo.aton. One be:ome..edgef ctions as in eq.(f9) in
w1ich the nmng factor B. is a function of the ratio between the splittin of te mperurbed levels
P- - E.' and the perturbation coupling between the crosing levels W..':

-E'M -Ea 12 (26)

For a crossing of Irst order, Am = im - m' = 1, this perturbation coupling is the non-diagonal
eiement of the perturbation hamiltowian.

= < Ii. Im'> = 2-S-W < miI. + 1.1'>. (27)

For crossings with Nm> 1 one finds the perturbation coupling by Am-th order perturbation theory
as:

w -M, = <M L M'> (28)lt

It is these matrix elements which are responsible for the repulsion betweem the energy levels and for
the mi dn of the eigenstates because of the reduction in symmetry, due to the mi sa$iment
between the EFC-es and B. The energy difference between the mixed states I1> ad 12> is now

IEI-E 21 (E, - E,')2 + (2 W. 8 ')2. (29)

As long as the energy difference between a pair of levels is much larger than the perturbation
coupilg, I Eq - EsI I > > 2 W..' 1, the ingis neglible and pure states are found. Themixin
is total at the rossig points, E. = E.' and R =1,inddently of the stengt of the pertubation
and the order of the crosdnur. In these points the energy differece reaches a mimum value
lEt - 21 = 12 W,.'. Tis energy differeace can be thought of as a aLi sp1tUin. It is
analogous to the frequency difference between two normal modes of - system of two coured and
identical osciflators. In the scheme for srFe in fig.4 ther. ar., two crossings; cas corresponding to
Am = 1 and one to Am = 2. In general the minimum repulsion energy diffnence is proportional to
(sin4)Az. So the misalgament angle s0 can be changed unWI .he anergy separation is comparable with
the homogeneous width. For bigher order mbizn the energy differences between mixed levels are
always smaller than for lower order mi ngs, but much more sensitive to $.

So by tuning a magnetic field, in presence of an EFG with a small misali- -amt, one can achieve
a coudition where the mi:n of two levels is total At this level crossing field we have complete
abence of absorption for the 7-frequencT w - (w1 + wl)/2. Away from the level crossing field one
ecpect the interference effect due to level crossing to disappear. Thus quantum coherence at
Zeemnan level crossings leads to destructive interference in the absorption process, while there is no
destructive interference in emission process.



For long lived isomers the condition for M6ssbazer effect is not that the natural line width, but
the bomogenws line width must be larger than the inhomogeneous det ug dismbution. Thu
opens the possibility to use thee levels as storage and as Lwi levels.

1A wen controlled conditions of level wng one can achieve non-mcrocity betwen as Orption
and eisson. Such conditions are easily kept under control in the desbed nuclear level an
there -ke such syste offisrs a unique opportunity to test such ideas of intdeenc enaono
absorption. F-,thermore as we can create or destroy the required co tzons only by adting the

a~nliemaoetifiedwe have realized a magnetic tnger for the interdemce attenzation Such a
nzi could be attactive to include in the design of a gamma ray lasmr One could indeed

perm he pumping when not being in the level ming condition and move in the proper condition
when aing is required.

I G.Sthearva AC Van Den BeT), IL Coussement et a4, Proceedings of the lat. Con:L on lasers '90,
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4 Matian 0. Scully, PhTs. Rev. Lett. 6.7 1955 (1991).
5 P. Cous5aent, P. Put, G. Scheveneds and F. Hazdeman, Hyp. It. 23, 273 (1985).
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The followi.ng two reprints bear on preparation and characterization

of high-T Csuperconducting thin-films used in 19Ag experiments.



FComparison of transport and magnetization critical currents in c-axis-
oriented YIBa2 Cu 307_6 thin films

C. T. Blue, C. A. Blue,a) and P. Boolchand
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering Uniuersity of Cincinna, Cincinnat4 Ohio 45221

(Received 13 January 1992; accepted for publication 7 April 1992)

Transport, structural, and magnetic properties of c-axis-oriented YtBa2Cu3O7- s thin films
grown by off-axis in situ rf sputtering on MgO substrates have been investigated. By varying the
substrate surface preparation prior to deposition, films could be grown with systematic
improvements in their dc transport and structural properties. At the same time, these films

display a systematic decrease in the irreversible magnetization AM(H) at all temperatures.
Transport and inductive critical current densities in all cases displayed a temperature
dependence that could be ascribed to flux creep and/or intragrain Josephson junctions. The[ irreversible magnetization for the films showed sample size dependence consistent with that of
the Bean critical-state model. An anticorrelation between the transport and the magnetization
critical current densities in the films was observed, which can be understood in terms of changes[in the density of pinning sites as a function of substrate preparation.

1. INTRODUCTION In this work, we have investigated both magnetization
and transport properties of sputter-deposited

In the last few years, critical current densities (J's) in YBazCu30O7 6 thin films as a function of substrate prepa-
high-T, superconductors have evoked both basic and tech- ration. We observe for the first time an anticorrelation be-
nological interest. Many studies have focused on the role of tween the magnetization J,, and transport .[ critical cur-
microstructure in controlling flux pinning and thus the rent density as a function of substrate preparation. We
critical current densities of high-Tc superconducting sam- explain this result in terms of a systematic reduction in the
ples. Numerous methods have been used to change the defect density of the films.
-c rostructure of the material and study the resulting
.tanges in J, Some of these methods include grain textur- II EXPERIMENTE ing, -3 noble-metal addition,' shock compaction,5 atomic
substitution,' and neutron, 9 proton,' 0 and heavy-ion irra- A- Sputtering system and thht-I1m preparation

diation. 11 Such studies have addressed the issue of pinning conditions

mechanisms in the cuprate superconductors. However, The YBa2 Cu 3OT_ 6 (YBCO) thin films used in this
high-quality samples are needed to investigate the intrinsic study were deposited by an off-axis magnetron sputtering
properties of these materials. Single crystals' 2 and, more technique similar to that of Eom era.2 t The stoichiometric
recently, oriented thin films' - 16 have served as ideal ma- YBazCu 3O_ 6 targets used were either fabricated in house
terials for studying the intrinsic properties of the oxide or supplied by Superconductive Components. The RF
superconductors. In the case of thin-film and single-crystal magnetron sputtering gun (US Gun) housed in a stainless-
samples, it has been widely reported that defects either steel bell jar was typically evacuated to a base pressure of
intrinsic (such as twin boundaries' 7"- 9) or induced (by - I X 10- Torr using a cryopump. All films were depos-
irradiation 11 ) can act as active pinning centers, thus en- ited onto (100) MgO single-crystal substrates which were
hancing the J,'s in the samples. However, most of these heated during deposition using a Conductus high-
studies on thin films or single crystals report J, enhance- temperature substrate heater.
ments exclusively from magnetization measurements The typical sputtering conditions used for growth of
(henceforth labeled J.,) without comparing these to these films included a RF power of 60 W, a substrate block
transport critical current densities (henceforth labelled temperature of -730 C, a substrate-to-target distance of
J,.,) on the same samples. Recently, Moeckley et al.2° re- 4.5 cm, a dc bias of -- 80 V on the target with a total
ported on the effect of substrate preparation prior to dep- sputtering pressure (argon plus oxygen) of 200 mTorr
osition of laser-ablated YBa2Cu30_6 thin films. They with a molecular oxygen pressure of 20 mTorr. The argon
found that the defect density in the resulting film can be and oxygen gases were introduce separately and localized

significantly reduced by thermal annealing of the substrate at the target and substrate, respectively, using stainless-
prior to deposition. The resulting films display superior steel injection rings. Since the measured pressure is that
transport and structural properties to those grown on inside the bell jar as a whole, the local argon pressure at the
unannealed substrates. However, no magnetization results target and oxygen pressure at the substrate can be higher
were reported for these films. than the values quoted. It has been demonstrated that the

use of injection rings to localize oxygen near the substrate

" Department of Materials Science and Engineering, University of can result in the growth of higber-quality films due to the
Cincinnati. Cincinnati. Ohio 45221. reduction of negative-ion resputtering.22
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These growth conditions gave us a deposition rate of ter with the YBCO material, a dry etch process using an
-330*i 30 k/h as measured with a surface proflometer oxygen plasma was employed to remove the entire resist
over 50-/4m-wide patterned lines. After each deposition, from the patterned film. The use of an oxygen plasma also
the sputtering chamber was evacuated and oxygen intro- helps to restore supercondictivity to the surface layers of
duced. The substrate temperature was then reduced to the YBCO film. Such patterned Hall bars were then loaded
room temperature over a period of -3 h. The samples into a thermal evaporation system where 2-Am-thick Ag
were then removed from the chamber and analyzed with- pads were deposited through a mechanical mask. The pads
out any postannealing. were then annealed at 550 'C in I atm of oxygen for - 30

min and slow cooled to room temperature. Such a thermal

B. Substrate preparation treatment helps to lower the contact resistance of the Ag
pads. The patterned samples were then mounted on an

All substrates used were (100) MgO single crystals oxygen-free high-purity (OFHP) opper chuck via silver
chemically polished to a smooth surface. However, in or- paint where ultrasonic gold bonds were then made to the
der to grow films with varying superconducting properties, pads. Four-point dc resistivity and J ,, measurements were
different groups of substrates received different prepara- then made as a function of temperature in an exchange-gas
tions prior to thin-film deposition. The first group of MgO liquid-helium dewar system. A d test current in the range
substrates were simply degreased and clamped directly to 1-10 M4A was used for the resistivity measurements and
the Hastalloy heater block. We will henceforth label films T,(0) was defined as the temperature at which the film
grown on these substrates as case a films. The second group resistivity dropped to I X 10- 3 of its normal-state resis-
of MgO substrates were degreased and clamped to the tivity at 100 K. J., was determined from the current nec-
Hastalloy heater block with a 10 Am silver film backing to essary to produce a voltage less than 2 AV, or an electric
enhance thermal contact. Films grown on these substrates field of 20 /V/cm. These transport critical current mea-
will be henceforth labelled as case b films. A third group of surements were done in the absence of an applied magnetic
substrates were annealed in air at - 1100 *C for 12-24 h field.
prior to degreasing and clamping to the heater block with
a 10 .m silver film backing for thermal contact. Films
grown on these substrates will henceforth be labelled as Ill. RESULTS
case c films. The high-temperature annealing of the MgO A. X-ray diffraction
substrate has been shown by Norton, Summerfelt, and
Carter23 to produce a high density of atomic steps on the X-ray diffractograms of typical films grown for cases a,

surface of the substrate that helps to better nucleate growth b, and c are shown in Figs. I(a), I(b), and I (c), respec-

of the YBCO film. tively. In each case, the XRD scans indicate that the films

In each of the three cases of substrate preparation de- grow largely with their c axis normal to the plane of the

scribed above, the YBCO thin films were grown using iden- film. Only for the case a film could any presence of a-axis

tical growth conditions to a thickness of 3600-4600 .. orientation normal to the plane be observed. This shows up

Therefore, the principal variable in processing is the sub- as a weak trace of the (200) reflection in the XRD scan of

strate preparation prior to the growth of the YBCO thin Fig. 1(a). Case a films did not have a Ag backing for

film. thermal contact and this apparently results in a somewhat
lower temperature in certain area of the substrate (i.e.,
those areas not in intimate contact with the heater block).

C. Measurements and thin-film patterning The c-cell length of the films in all cases varied from

X-ray-diffraction (XRD), magnetization. and resistiv- 11.64( 1) to 11.68(1) A without my systematic difference
ity measurements were systematically performed for each between the different cases. However, a systematic trend
of the three groups of films to establish their structural and was observed in the width of the diffraction peaks. Specif-
superconducting properties. Scanning electron microscopy ically, the full width at half-maxunum (FWHM) of the
(SEM) was also used to investigate the surface morphol- (005) peak was found to vary from 0.245 for the case a
ogy and granularity of the films. Temperature-dependent film, to 0.222" for the case b lim, to 0.190" for the case c
magnetization M(T) measurements in the range 14 K film. This systematic decrease of tie FWHM of the (005)
< T < T, were performed on thin films typically 5 X 10 peak with substrate preparation agrees well with the work
mm 2 in size in an applied field (0-1 T) perpendicular to of Moekley et aL.20 In their work, they Aiso find a system-
the film plane using an EG&G PAR model 4500 vibrating atic decrease in the FWHM of the (005) peak of their
sample magnetometer (VSM) coupled to a He closed-cycle laser-ablated 123 films as they vmy the substrate prepara-
refrigerator system from APD Cryogenics. These thin-film tion from a chemically polished sabstrate, to a mechani-
samples were then patterned into 50-Ar-wide lines (Hall cally polished substrate, to an anneded substrate. It should
bars) for dc transport measurements so that a direct com- be mentioned that Moeckley er el. also performed ion
parison of the magnetization and transport properties channeling measurements, x-ray pole analysis, and high-
could be made on the same film. energy oxygen resonance Rutherbd backscattering spec-

The Hall bars were patterned using a positive S-1400- troscopy on their films. These measurements correlated
31 photoresist with dilute phosphoric acid as the etchant well with the FWHM x-ray-diflrertion results in that they
Due to the adverse reaction of solvents and especially wa- (Moeklev et al.) observed a systematic increase in the crys-
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-0.22?t[ Z FIG. 2- Rtesstivity vs temperature behavior of typical films grown on
Mg0 for (a) case a. (b) case b. and (c) case c. Dashed line shows

(C) extrapolatd p(T=0 K).[
B. Resistivity

The T dependence of resistivity or films grown for
F m 4 <cases a, b, and c are shown in Figs. 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c),

1 20.190 , respectively. These measurements were made on 50-ym-

5 15 "25 "35 4 5 55 6 for the XRD measurements discussed above and the mag-

TWO-THETA (degrees netization results to be presented in Sec. III C. No system-
atic difference in the zero-resistance T, was observed for

FIG. I. Typical x-ray diffractograms of (a) fim grown on MgO for case the films. In all cases, T(0) ranged from 89.1 to 91.0 K

a. (b) film grown on MgO for caseb, and (c) film grownon MgO forcase and transition widths ATr(90%-10%) were in the range
c. of 1.8-2.5 I. The case a films generally showed the broad-

est transitions (typically 2.5 K) of the three types of films
investigated and no significant differences in the transition

tallinity Xm'n and in-plane epitaxy (x-ray pole) while ob- widths were observed between films grown in cases b and c
serving a systematic decrease in oxygen disorder in going (typically 1.8 K). It is clear from Fig. 2 that the films
from a film grown on a chemically polished substrate, to display in general substantial differences in their normal-
one grown on a mechanically polished substrate, to one state resistivity, temperature coefficient of resistivity, and
grown on a thermally annealed substrate. While we have T=O K intercept of resistivity. Table I summarizes the
not made direct measurements of the in-plane epitaxy or results of the p(T) measurements along with the XRD
oxygen disorder, their work strongly suggests that the de- results for films grown in the three different cases. Case a
crease in the FWHM of the diffraction peaks that we ob- films display the highest normal-state resistivities, positiveL serve is evidence of a systematic improvement of the in- p(T=0 K) intercepts, and the lowest residual resistivity
plane epitaxy, overall crystallinity, and decreased oxygen ratios p(RT)/p( 100 K). This is expected since these films
disorder in our films. were not thermally anchored with any medium to the[
TABLE 1. Summary of resistivity versus temperature and x-ray-diffraction results for SI.. po. in each of the three cam of substrate preparation.

p(T=0 K)
Substrate FWHM p(I00 K) etrapolated T(0)

Case preparation Orientation (005) peak (0, cm) p(RT)/p(tO0K) (Ra cm) (K) T,(90%-10%) (K)

a unannealed c'e 0.245" 184 2.0 12 89.7 2.5
not Ag attached

b unannealed C 0.22r 99 3.0 10 91.0 1.8
As attached

c annealed c 0.190' 66 3.1 0 I9.1 1.8I AS attached
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heater block and could well have grown at lower substrate 1.17

temperatures (only the block temperature was fixed) than 0.58

those films that were thermally anchored via a Ag backing. E
The lower substrate temperature results in a small fraction < 0.00
of a-axis-oriented grains [presence of (200) peak in x-ray E -0.58
diffractogram] forming in the predominately c-axis-
oriented film. It is well known -4 that such a film growth
pattern is characteristic when substrate temperatures 1.75

T<670 "C and further such films exhibit transport prop- -to -5 R (1 50 , 1o

erties inferior to the purely c-axis-oriented films grown at APPLED FIELD (10 OER)

higher substrate temperatures. Case c films invariably dis- 1.30 (
play the best dc transport properties as can be seen from 0.87

Fig. 2 and Table I. These results agree well with the work E .43

of both Moeckley et al.2 and Norton et al23 who have 0oo
examined the effect of substrate topography on the micro- E

structure of the resulting YBCO thin films. It is known 0-

that high-temperature annealing introduces step edges on '7-0.87

the substrate surface which act as preferential sites for is- - .30
land nucleation growth. 3"'5 The resulting YBCO film mi- -10 -5 L ( 0oAPPUED FIELD (10,a0ER)

crostructure is improved (better in-plane epitaxy with 3.20

fewer high-angle tilt boundaries) and the dc transport (c)

properties are generally superior to those films grown on E 1.60
chemically polished smooth substrates.

0.00

C. Magnetization -1.60

Magnetization measurements on the thin films grown -3.20_
for each case were used to determine the magnetization -1o -s 0 5 10

critical currents Jc,,( TH) as a function of temperature APPUED FIELD (1OOER)

and applied magnetic field using the Bean Formula,2 6.2 7

, =30M(H) J/r, (Z) FIG. 3. Magnriztion hysnrais iJot takmt T= 14 K with the applied
field perpendicular to the film pln (H I c axis) of (a) typical film

where J, is in A/cm 2, M(H)=&M(H)/2 is in grown on MgO for case a. (b) typc film pnw on MgO for case b, and

emu/cm 3, and r is one-half the average sample dimension (c) typical film grown on MgO for cae .

perpendicular to the applied field.22
Figure 3 displays magnetization hysteresis loops taken

at T= 14 K for Happli film plane for thin films grown in far the most field dependent of the three cases investigated.
each case. From this figure, one can clearly observe strik- Such films, we find, display the lowest value of the irre-
ing differences in the overall shape of the magnetization versible magnetization &M(H, = 5 kG) = 1.0 X 10
hysteresis as well as a dramatic and systematic reduction in emu/cm 3 resulting in the lowest magnetization critical cur-
the magnitude of the irreversible magnetization A.4'f(H) in rent density J, (Ho = 5 kG) = 3.6 X 10 A/cm.
going from a case a to a case c film. Specifically, for the Also, one can see from Fig. 3 that films grown in all
case a film, which displayed the worst transport and struc- cases display a non-zero-field flux peak in their hysteresis
tural properties (Table I), the hysteresis curve indicates loop that progressively becomes more pronounced in going
evidence of substantial pinning sirmlar to that displayed by from a case a to a case b to a case c film. These peaks
heavily twinned single crystals.29, These case a films dis- resemble large coupling peaks associated with losses char-
play a weak field dependence (drops by less than a factor acteristic of proximity-effect coupling.Yt

.1 Such peaks are
of 2 from 0 to I T) and a large value of the irreversible generally characteristic of granular samples where at low
magnetization ,M(H,pl = 5 kG) = 1.4 x 10' emu/cm 3  magnetic fields the supercurrents low around the entire
giving a magnetization critical current density c.m,(H , sample and as the field is increased regions of the crystal

= 5 kG) = 5.6 X 10' A/cm2. Case b films, which dis- become decoupled as the field breaks the weak links be-
played better transport and structural prperties (Table I) tween the grains. In order to check these films for subgran-
than a case a film, display a hysteresis curve with a stron- ularity3 3 and to check the validity of the Bean formula we
ger field dependence and an overall lower value of the performed scaling experiments" 's with the films. In the
irreversible magnetization &M(H.W = 5 kG) = 6.0 scaling experiment, a thin-film samples' hysteresis is first
x 103 emu/cm' giving a magnetization critical current measured on the whole sample and then measured on the
density Jc,,(H,,i = 5 kG) = 2.3 X 10' A/cm2 . For the same sample with an average dimension one-half the orig-
case c films, which invariably display the best transport inal dimension of the whole sample. This film is then

properties (Table I), the irreversible magnetization is by scribed further to one quarter of the original dimension
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Z 16 iecesFIG. 5. Temperature dependence of the magnetization critical current

LI 74 pieces density of films grown on MgO for cases a. b, and c.

.- 10 -5 0 (005) 10 netization properties and vice versa. In order to furtherLAPLIED FIELD ER investigate this result we measured the transport critical
currents on these same thin films patterned to 50-pm-wide

FIG. 4. Magnetization hysteresis loops of case b film measured as a lines as described earlier. Also, this would allow for a di-[ function of sample dimension at (a) T= 14 K and Mb T=70 K.. The rect comparison of the magnetization and transport critical

total volume of the sample was kept approximately constant ith each curren~t densities.

scribing.

and measured again. One expects the irreversible magneti- Figure 6 displays the results of the measured transport
zation to scale by one-half with each scribing if the cur- critical current density J,.,( T) as a function of temperature
rents flow throughout the entire sample. Figure 4 shows for the case b and case c films. As stated earlier, these
the result of this scaling experiment at two temperatures on measurements were made in the absence of an applied field.
a case b sample. At both temperatures we find the magne- Assuming that the current flows uniformally throughout
tization to scale with sample dimension indicating that the the microbridge, the self-field due to the measuring trans-

L samples do not show subgranularity and that the Bean port current was calculated to be a maximum of 10 G at

formula is valid in estimating Jc., at high fields. It should the surface of the film microbridge. This small field should

be mentioned that films in all three cases showed this scal- not significantly affect the transport critical current. Thus,[ ing. Therefore, we conclude that the flux peak observed in while the Jc, measurements represent essentially zero-field
Fig. 3 is not the coupling peak generally ascribed to sub- measurements, the J,, values just reported were measured
granularity.

D. J.(T) 10

Figure 5 displays the temperature dependee of the + case b
magnetization critical current density for films grown in 8 a a case 'c'
each case. It can be seen from Fig. 5 that the magnitude of
the magnetization critical current at all temperatures sys- E 6 0

tematically decreases as we go from a case a to case b to a

case c film. The case a film grown on an unannealad uat- 0

tached substrate displays by far the largest magnetization C:) 4 0L (Fig. 3) and therefore the highest J, at all temperatures. - 0

It should be noted that this is the same film that displayed a0

the worst transport and structural data (Table 1). The case ,2 + + ++ ++,
c film. grown on an annealed substrate with Ag bking, +

clearly displays the worst magnetization (Fig. 3) and 00 20 40 60 80 100

therefore the lowest J.,, at all temperatures (Fig. 5); how- TEMPERATURE (KELVIN)
ever, this film displayed the best transport and structuralL properties. Thus, the films that display the best trausport FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the transport critical current density

and structural properties generally display the worst mag- of fflms grown on MgO for cases b and c.
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at an applied field of 5 kG in order to make the Bean model 1 0
applicable. The different applied field used for the two mea-
surements is not emphasized, however, since it is the trend +

of J., and J,,, with film microstructure that we are inves- 7 + ' case 'b 1
tigating. While the applied field may change the absolute C." +

value of the critical current slightly, it would not alter the 0.6 + 0

systematic trend observed. J, ,(T) results of case a films are
excluded from Fig. 6 since these films showed some deg- ' 0.4

radation of T, due to water exposure just prior to the " - flux creep model
J,.,(T) measurements. While these case a films generally -' 0.2 T.=91 K

did display the lowest transport J. at all temperatures, we
could not count out the effects of the water exposure in 0.,
determining the J,.,. We would expect these films to display 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.8 0.8 1.0

the lowes', J.,'s since such films did display the worst trans- t=T/Tc

port and structural characteristics (Table I) prior to deg-
radation. Also, case a films contained some a-axis-oriented FIG. 7. Normalized transport critical current density vs reduced temper-

grains which invariably will lead to lower in-plane ,.t's."4. attire for films grown in cases b and c. The solid line is theoretical plot of

However. the results on case b and case c films are unam- Eq. (2).
biguous and Figs. 5 and 6 clearly demonstrate that for
these films J.,(T) and Jr.,,(T) follow the opposite trends
with substrate preparation. In other words, we observe an
anticorrelation between the transport and magnetization suits taken from Fig. 6 are now normalized to .,(T=4
critical current densities for such films. K) and plotted as a function of reduced temperature, t

= T/T, As illustrated in Fig. 7, the J,.,(t = T/T,) resu!t
IV. DISCUSSION for the case c film is well described at low temperatures

(t<0.8) to a flux-creep-controlled transport current ex-
Many of the experimental phenomena observed in the pression,35

high-T. superconductors have been understood in terms of
models developed for conventional low-T, type-lI super- J,(O,t)=J,(O)[l-a(0)t-t:, (2)

conductors. However, in comparing the physical charac- where a (0) is related to the pinning energy U(0,0) by the
teristics of the two materials, two obvious differences expression
emerge. The coherence length ' of the low-T, supercon-
ductors (typically 0. 1-1 jm) is orders of magnitude larger a (0) [kT/U(0,0) ] In(E0/E). (3)
than that of the high-T, superconductors ('-3-30 A). In this expression E0 represents the characteristic electric
Therefore atomic scale defects that do not play a role in field and E is the electric-field criterion used for the J,
determining critical currents in the low-Tc materials can measuremenL We could fit 1J.,(t = TI/T) results for the
act as both flux-pinning sites and weak links in controlling case c film using a-0.9 and 0-0.4 yielding a pinning
critical currents in the high-T, materials. Furthermore, energy of U(0,0) -60 meV, taking FOIE to be - 103
since T,'s in the high-Tc materials are elevated by almost J,.,(t = /T) for the case b film could not be fit as well
an order of magnitude for the same flux-pinning energies, using Eq. (3). However, attempts to fit J.,(r = T/T,) for
the decay of magnetization dM/dt ascribed to flux creep the case b film to SNS or SIS models37 yielded even poorer
while absent in the low- T, materials is a significant effect in fits.
the high-T, materials. Therefore, transport (.,) and mag- Figure 8 displays the temperature dependence of the
netic (J.) critical currents in the low-T, superconductors magnetic critical currents J,,(r = T/T,) deduced from
represent static measurements and have been shown to the VSM measurements in an applied field of 5 kG for the
scale with each other. However, this is not the case in the films grown in the three cases. In making this plot we have
high- T, superconductors as we discuss next. normalized the J.,,,(T) results of Fig. 5 to J,.,( T= 15 K)

In this section we begin by first addressing the issue of and have plotted the results as a function of reduced tem-
film microstructure as inferred from the observed temper- perature t = T/T, Although films in the three cases dis-
ature dependence of the critical currents. Next, we move play somewhat depressed critical current densities and a
on to discuss the central issue of the present work, namely, weak exponential temperature dependence of J,.,(t
the observed anticorrelation between J., and J4, as a func- T/Tr), the observed temperature dependence of
tion of substrate preparation. At the outset, it would be =4,,(t T/T,) is inconsistent with superconducting
pertinent to mention that each of the critical currents mea- grains separated by normal regios as expected for SVS-
sured (J. and J,.,) in the c-axis-aligned films geometri- type granular films." Following the de Gennes-
cally refer to currents flowing parallel to the CuO2 planes. Wethamer-Clarke 3 " theory ofp-oximity effect junctions,

A. Film microstructilre from JAT) and J..(T) SNS-type materials should display a temperature depen-
dence of the critical current given by

Figure 7 displays the transport critical current density

versus temperature for case b and case c films. These re- 10ce (I-?) exp[-at/2/'.,(T)1, (4)

102
A  
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1.0 B. Observed anticorrefation ot .i, and Jcm
t\ A case 'aI'

,r+case 'b' Often J.,,, and .. : measurements on high-T, supercon-
0.8 a case 'c' ductors are reported " ' as a function of applied magnetic

I H ,-- field or temperature on one particular sample, but -lot as a" 0. *\ H.,0-5k gaU~s

S0.6 applied _L ob plane function of sample prc.ssing as we have done presently
\ ,for the first time to our knowledge. Film processing per-
A mits one to alter the film microtructure. and this has al-l I" :.0.4 , lowed us to examine how J, and J'c,, change as a function

.2 , ", of the nature of defects present in the films.
a,2 /f,(xc)-- 5 -,--" ,The systematic improvemnert in the normal-state elec-

i -- SNS model .. trical transport and structural pro,.,_es (Table 1) ob-
o0.0 0.0 0.2 0.4 ". 0.8 1.0 served in going from a case a to a case c film is no doubt a

St =T/Tc consequence of a reduced defect density in the films. This
reduction in defect density with substrate preparation has
been observed by other groups and has been shown to

FIG. S. Normalized magnetization critical current density vs reduced invariably result in thin films with improved transport and
'emperature for films grown in the three cases. The dashed lines are structural properties. Moekley ef al.20 have shown that the
theoretical plots of Eq (4) primary defects suppressed in films grown on annealed

subtrates consist of high-angle and low-angle tilt bound-

aries. The authors also report a substantial reduction in the
where a v is the thickness of the normal metal barrier and oxygen disorder in such films. Clearly, the reduction in the
L v( T,) is the normal metal coherence length, i.e., the dis- irreversible magnetization (and therefore J. ,). in the case
tance the Cooper pairs penetrate the barrier. 37 At H.,,, c films is a direct consequence of the reduced defect density

• I [ =5 kG (the field at which the J, was taken), one expects since these tilt-boundary defects act as active flux pinning

the field to completely decouple the superconducting centers in the magnetization measurement. In -he conven-
grains of a SNS superconductor and therefore require that tional flux-creep theory,[ a,/(v( T) > I. The dashed lines in Fig. 7 are theoretical
plots of Eq. (4) for the case of a v/4Tv(T¢) = 1 and the J, - UI/(Nbl) (5)
more probable case of u.v/.v(T,) = 5. Neither theoretical
plot is a good fit to the Jc.,,( t = T/T,) results. This indi- where N is the number of vortices in a flux bundle. b is ther ates that the present films are not SNS-type granular average width of the potential, U0 is the unperturbed pin-
films. This result is consistent with the magnetization scal- ning potential, and I is the average hoping distance between
ing results of Fig. 4, since one would not observe sample pinning centers.41 Therefore, a reduction in the defect den-[ r size scaling of the magnetization in macroscopically gran- sity (i.e., number of pinning sites) would also result in a
ular superconducting material. We therefore conclude that substantial increase in I and therefore a decrease in J,,,
our films are not granular in a "macroscopic" sense and from Eq. (5). This is consistent with our results in going
that the T dependence of J,, can be understood as due to from a high defect density film (case a film displaying large[ f a flux-creep phenomenon.4 1 White the full T dependence at Jr., and poor transport properties) to a lower defect den-

1 | a finite magnetic field is not easily accounted for, it is sity film (case c film displaying small J.,,, and superior
known that the slope d(J,,)/d( T) at a given temperature transport properties). One might also have expected a re-

r increases with increasing magnetic field in the flux-creep duction in the transport critical current with reduced de-
l I model. 36 This is consistent with our J.,,,(T) results. fect density since J, is also determined by flux-line move-

We cannot, however, exclude the presence of internal ment. However, our results show otherwise, and this may
Josephson junctions within the superconducting grains be understood as follows: Those defects that act as flux-
controlling J. in our films. In this glass) picture, J, is con- pinning centers in the magnetization measurement also act
trolled by Josephson tunneling across microstructural de- as internal "micro" weak links within the superconducting
fects which act as "micro" weak links within the supercon- grains in the transport measurements. Since the coherence

I I ducting grain.4' Deutscher and Muller recognized that the length in the cuprates ( -3-30 k) is of the order of the
I L smallness of the coherence length (c-atomic spacing) in underlying defect dimension, it is reasonable to expect that

1 the high-T, superconductors leads to an anomalous tem- 1c., would in fact increase somewhat independent of pin-
[ i r perature dependence of J, J, c (T - T)2, near T, while ning considerations as the film in-plane epitaxy is im-

at low temperatures. J, has the usual dependence .c proved. Promotion of structural order in the CuO, planes
a( T - T,). 4 2 These predictions are consistent with our on an atomic scale enhances J,, largely because the super-
Jc., results and may also explain the somewhat depressed conducting order parameter becomes spatially more homo-

rJ and J, values reported here.' 3 Thus, while we can geneous in the a-b plane in the absence of these micro-

exclude the presence of granularity on macroscopic scale scopic weak links. This glassy picture interpretation has
for our films, both a flux-creep model and a model based on been used to explain many of the experimental phenomena
internal Josephson junctions can account for the T depen- observed in the YBCO-type superconductors and appears
dence of the critical currents in our films. to be consistent with the present results as well.5"
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Another manifestation of the observed ant icorrelation tematic reduction of the low-angle and high-angle tilt-
between J ,, asnd J.: that bears on the conventional flux- boundary defects in the films. It is apparent that the defects
creep model is related to the effective pinning potential play a dual role in determining J, in the two measurements.
U~f. It has recently been shown from neutron" and While these defects act as flux-pinning sites and increase
proton 4'- irradiated YjBaCu3O7, single crystals that one the irreversible magnetization, these same defects also act
can increase Utr independently of Jr,,.. This indicates that as "micro" weak links in the transtport measurement thus
J ,,, may be determined by the total number of pinning limiting J,.,
centers or possibly by specific defect structures that may Note added in proof. Since the submission of this
not uniquely determine Ud. We have made preliminary manuscript, we have made similar measurements on
measurements of the time-dependence decay of magnetiza- YjBa2CuO,_6 thin films displaying higher transport and
tion (flux creep) on films grown in each of the three cases magnetic critical current densities (J,, - 107 A/cm2 at 14
in order to determine U.,i for each. Whiile the detailed K) than those reported here. These films also display the
results of these measurements will be presented in a sepa- same trends in 1,,, and Jc., with substrate preparation il-
rate publication."4 here we briefly summarize the main re- lustrated in this manuscript.
suit as it relates to the observed anticorrelation of J,, and
J,,,. For each film, 11(r) is found to be logarithmic in time ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
in the range 10 sr 1200 s and can be described by the
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In situ preparation of superconducting Y 1Ba2Cu 3 O7 8 thin films by on-axis
rf magnetron sputtering from a stoichiometric target

C. Blue and P. Boochazlmd
Department of Electricl and Computer Eneenn& Univeraty of Cincinnati, Cincinnati Ohio 45221

(Received 15 October 1990, accepted for publication 10 February 1991)

Superconducting YIBa2Cu3O7 - thin films have been fabricated in situ by on-axi f recive
magnetron sputtering from a single stoichiometric 1-2-3 target. By using high total
sputtering pressures ( > 400 mTorr) and low oxygen pressures (< 10 mTorr), negative im
resputtering is almost eliminated and high quality oriented films on (100)MgO are
realized with excellent reproducibility. Such films display zero resistance T,'s as high as 8 K
with transition widths AT, (90%-10%) of about 2 K, residual resistivity ratios R(300

K)/R(lO K) of 2.5, and critical current densities greater than 10' A/cm' at 14 K.

Currently there are several methods for the growth of 92 K and transition widths AT, (90%-10%) around 2 K.
high temperature superconducting thin films including The critical currents of the films am found to be above 106
sputtering," 2 evaporation, ' 4 and laser ablation.' Although A/cm2 at 14 K.
thin films are produced using each of these techniques, Stoichiometric Y1Ba2Cu3O7-s targets either fabri-
reactive magnetron sputtering using a single composite tar- cated in-house or supplied by Superconductive Compo-
get has become more popular due to its simplicity. In con- nents Inc. were used. The magnetaut sputtering gun (US
ventional low pressure (5-10 mTorr) reactive magnetron Gun) housed in a stainless-steel bell jar is typically evac-
sputtering the composition of the deposited film is known uated to a babe pressure of 10- 7 Torr using a CT-8 CTI
to be quite different from that of the target. This is due to cryopump. Substrates are polished (100)MgO single crys-
resputtering of the film by negative ions formed at the tals and are heated during deposition to T, = 600-700 .C
cathode (target) during the sputtering process. In the case using a Conductus 2 in. high-temipmrure substrate heater.
of YBCO, barium is preferentially removed from the film In all experimentsthe substrates am mounted directly cen-
followed by copper, and the resulting film can have sub- tered above the target in an on-ami gometry with a target
stantial compositional deviations from the 1-2-3 stoichiom- to substrate distance of 4 cm.

e try.6 This resputtering problem has been solved by various Typical sputtering conditions fr films deposited at to-
groups using differ-rt methods, such as placing the sub- tal sputtering pressures Pr in the range 200<Py<600
strate in an off-axis configuration." or dc sputtering at mTorr with an oxygen presr of P(0 2) = 10 mTorr are
very high pressures.7"9 These methods in general result in a substrate temperature (T,) of 2X1 C, an rf power of 60
rather low deposition rates of about 300 A/h. To offset this W, and a dc bias on the target ig from - 100 V (for
disadvantage, we have chosen to work at very high sput- the 200 mTorr case) to - 25 V (for the 600 mTorr case).
tering pressures, but in an on-axis geometry yielding rather This gave deposition rates ranging from 2500 to 1500 ./h,
high deposition rates as discussed in this work. Most respectively. After each depositii argon is evacuated
groups fabricating in situ films by conventional rf magne- from the sputtering chamber and an atmosphere of oxygen
tron sputtering in an on-axis geometry use an off-stoichi- is introduced. The substrate temprature is reduced to
ometry target (copper rich) to compensate for copper re- 500 ,C where it is held fixed for appoximately 30 mi. The
sputtering.1011 This latter approach is restrictive in that it substrate heater is then shut off ami the s$ .lpls allowed to
requires optimizing the cathode target composition to cool to room temperature. The smples are then removed
achieve the desired film composition. from the chamber. The appearane of the films is black and

To our knowledge, the present effort constitutes one of mirror-like with some rougher are along the edges of the
the first of its kind to fabricate high quality in situ YBCO substrates. These films are then andyzed without any post-
thin films using conventional rf sputtering from a stoichio- annealing.
metric target in an on-axis geometry. We show that by The thickness of the fihms is measured using an Alpha
using high total sputtering gas pressures (PT>400 Step 200 profilometer over -S--amt wide lines fabricated
rTorr), low oxygen gas pressures (P(02 ) <10 mTorr], and using standard photoresi: lithopgrahy with dilute phos-

low rf power ( <1 00 W), oxygen resputtering can be phoric acid as the etchant, lReisue versus temperature
nearly eliminated in a conventional rf magnetron on-axis behavior is determined using a mventional four-point

deposition configuration. Furthermore, such a method pro- probe configuration in an eclumge gas system using
ides rather high deposition rates of 1800 / We have pressed indium contacts. For resitivity measurements, Ag

fabricated smooth, c-axi oriented in stu thin films of 5-50 widet-
pasare thermally evapora e oto 5-S =m wiepat-YBCO on MgO substrates wi~h T, onsets between 90 and terned lines. The crystal structure is exmined by theta-two

them x-ray diffraction. Rutherford bakcrering spectros-

"ALbo Profesor. Deparment orPhyas Unirsaiy of Cincinnat. Cin- copy and energy dispersive x-ray malysis (EDX) are used

cinnati OH 45221 to determine the composition of the film and scanning
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FIG. I. Total sputtering peure =epeade of T,(o"set) and T0*o f e 2. ot films were grown under the optimum conditions of
resistanc) for YBCO thin 0=m grown on (100)5450 foe cam 1. The T, - 700TC ad Pr - 5Wo mTort. Lueaffbords a better compansoc of the
oxygen ps pressure was kept fixed at 5-10 mTorr a. ve transition near T.

electron microscopy (SEM) to investigate the surface mor- fixed at T, = 700 C and only 5-10 mTorr of oxygen was
phology. A EG&G PAR niodel 4500 vibrating sample present in each deposition. Films grown at pressures
magnetometer coupled to a closed-cycle refrigeration sys- PT<200 mTorr exhibited semiconducting behavior and
tern is used to study the magnetic properties of the films as showed no T, down to 14 K (the lower temperature limit
a function of temperature. of our system). EDX revealed that these films are Ba and

The film quality of magnetron-sputtered films is gen- Cu deficient most hikely due to resputtering by negative
erally sensitive to the sputtering parameters, such as the oxygen ions formed at the cathode. The highest T, was
substrate temperature, sputtering gas pressure, power, etc. obtained for films grown at a total sputtering pressure
When sputtering in an on-axis geometry, as is our case, the PT = 500 mTorr: Increasing the pressure beyond this ac-
film quality is especially dependent upon the total sputter- bally degrades film quality (i.e.. decreases T,). The rea-
ing gas pressure and the ratio of the argon to oxygen gas sons for this are not clear at present. At the optimum
pressure. Furthermore, the position at which oxygen enters pressure of 500 mTorr, the amount of oxygen gas present
in relation to the cathode (target) can effect the film qual- during sputtering had to be kept very low (5-10 mTorr).
ity largely because when oxygen is localized near the sub- Even the presence of only 10% of oxygen (50 mTorr)
strate, there is a lower probability for it to be ionized and results in a decreased deposition rate and Ba and Cu defi-
accelerated away from the cathode toward the substrate. It cient films (with Tc's around 60-65 K).
is well known' that 0 - ions formed at the cathode are Figure 2(a) shows that R vs T behavior of our best
accelerated away from the negatively biased cathode and film grown at the optimum conditions (PT
are quickly neutralized in the plasma. The now neutral but = 500 eTorr, T, = 700 C) for case I in which the gasei
energetic oxygen cgn travel through the plasma and im- are mixed prior to inlet into the sputtering chamber. The
pinge on the substrate where it can resputter material from zero resistance T, is 83 K with a somewhat broad transi-
the growing film. This resputtering effect can be greatly tion width AT:(90%-10%) of 5 K. The residual resistivity
reduced by increasing the plasma pressure which better ratio (R" K/Roo K) of this film is about 2.1 and the re-
thermalizes the neutral oxygen by increasing the collision sistivity at 100 K is 2 60/Ail cm. Figure 2(b) displays the R
frequency. Also, an increased plasma pressure reduces the vs T behavior of a film also grown at the same optimum
negative bias required on the target thus imparting a lesser conditions (PT = 50 mTort, T, = 700 C) but for case 2 in
kinetic energy to the formed 0- ions at the cathode. For which the oxygen is localized near the substrate and the
these reasons, we investigated two cases in our work. In argon near the target. The zero resistance T, of this film is
case I the argon and oxygen gases are mixed prior to inlet 88 K with a narrower transition width of 2 K. The residual
into the sputtering chamber, while in case 2 the sputtering resistivity ratio is 2.5 and the resistivity at 10 K is 100
gas (argon) is localized at the target (cathode) and the /dl cm.
reactive gas (oxygen) is localized at the substrate using Figure 3 compares typical x-ray diullctgrams for
injection rings. films grown when tLe gases are mixed (case 1, Fig. 3(a)]

Figure 1 shows the dependence of T, on the total Spt- and when the oxygen is localized [case 2. Fi& 3(b)] around
tering pressure for lms grown on (100)MgO for case t in the substrate. In both cases only (001) reflections are
which the gases are mixed. The substrate temperature was prominent indicating that both films are highly c-axis ori-
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I - determined from magnetization measurements using a vi-

I YBCO/UqO as grown O brating sample magnetometer. With an applied magnetic
Cos@ 1 0 field directed along the c-axi, the critical current density

0 J,(A/M 2) was deduced from the muetization derence
o Am at a given kied followmg the Bean critical state

(a) moLdd3 The o4ddcritical curent densities for our0O films at 14 K wre f&=d to be -3X 10' A/cm2 and do

rapidly decreasemr T, The vaie at 77 K was found to

be4X10 Acm.The c ric a ozrts of teefilms ds
play a weak field Waver, and drop by less
thian a factor of 2 from zero to I T.[m The surfacm of all our films (those grown in both

0 cases) are smooth sad mirror-like. The surface roughness
0 of our film measmm with an Alpha Step 20 surface

profllometer was leas than 25 am ad could be easily pat-
YBCO/UgO as grown terned to 5 Am linewidths using standard photorest Ii-
Cose 2 (b) thography. SEM investigation of sveral in sau films grown

Z on (100)MgO showed that the swaces of these films are

_U much smoother than post-annealel films with no apparent
z granular structure

rIn summary, we have fabrkied high quality in itu
YBCO thin films on MgO substrata using a conventional
on-axis rf magnetron sputtering technique from a stoichio-

A -metric target. Typical deposition parameters included: T,
10 20 30 40 50 60 = 700'C, P. = 500 mTorr, P(A5 ) = 5-10 mTorr, rf

TWO-THETA(deg.) power of 60 W, and a target dc bin of - 30 V. The dep-
coition rates of 2500-1500 A achieved in our approach

FIG. 3. Typical x-ray diraction am fr YBCO bin r on are significantly higher than thoe reported by a compara-
I (100)MgO for (a)case 1, and (b) 2 L Blib smo wre powa under ble dc sputtering method or a off-axis rf sputtering

the optimum conditions of T, = 700'C sad Pr- 500 mTorr. method. Our films are found to be unooth and highly ori-
ented with T, onsets around 92 K ,ad zro resistance T,'s
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